Part One
Foundations for
Service Marketing
Chapter 1 Introduction to Services
Chapter 2 Conceptual Framework of the Book: The Gaps Model of Service Quality
This first part of the text provides you with the foundations needed to begin your
study of services marketing. The first chapter identifies up-to-date trends, issues,
and opportunities in service as a backdrop for the strategies addressed in remaining chapters. The second chapter introduces the gaps model of service quality, the
framework that provides the structure for the text. The remaining parts of the book
include information and strategies to address specific gaps, giving you the tools
and knowledge to become a service marketing leader.

Chapter One
Introduction
to Services
This chapter’s objectives are to
1. Explain what services are and identify important trends in services.
2. Explain the need for special service marketing concepts and practices and why the need
has developed and is accelerating.
3. Explore the profound impact of technology on service.
4. Outline the basic differences between goods and services and the resulting
challenges and opportunities for service businesses.
5. Introduce the expanded marketing mix for services and the philosophy of customer
focus as powerful frameworks and themes that are fundamental to the rest of the text.

All Businesses are Service Businesses1
It is frequently said that “everything is a service” and “all businesses are service
businesses.” Clearly no one would argue that brand icons like Disney, Marriott,
and Starbucks are service companies—service is the core of their business and
service excellence is a key to their success. Companies like Siemens, IBM, Cardinal
Health, and General Electric are also service providers. They compete effectively
in their industries by providing essential services like training, repair, and distribution associated with their products, but also more sophisticated services like consulting, data and technology services, and business process outsourcing in their
areas of expertise. Even consumer product companies like Apple and Samsung
are service providers. For these companies, services are embedded in the products themselves, with smart phones and tablets providing essential services and
solutions that many of us find critical to our daily lives—even though smart phones
have existed for a very short time, and we obviously managed without them before.
Finally, most of the new business models that are popping up are service models,
many based in technology. Some, like Uber and Airbnb, are disrupting entire service industries.
These examples illustrate the diversity of service companies that we will feature in
the text and the kinds of businesses you will learn about.
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Marriott
Marriott is always a leader in lists of “best service companies” in the United States
and the company is also high overall on Fortune’s Most Admired Company lists. One
reason for these high rankings is Marriott’s focus on commitment to its employees
and customers. At Marriott, people come first, and their first core value is “take good
care of your people, they will take good care of the customers and the customers
will come back.” This value has translated into a worldwide well-known brand name
that is the parent to 19 distinct brands of hotels. Being excellent at service—both
for customers and employees—has been one of the keys to Marriott’s success for
decades.

General Electric
Many traditional manufacturers and high-technology companies have evolved over
several decades to become service providers, and now a number of them are
evolving further into data-driven service businesses. General Electric (GE) is prime
example of a company that is transitioning its core growth strategies to focus on
digital services and services built around data spun off from its products. Just as
Jack Welch, former CEO, transformed the company into a service giant, its current
CEO Jeff Immelt is focused on a digital transformation of the company to make it a
top 10 software and digital services company by 2020. A popular GE ad campaign
featuring a young man named Owen demonstrates the company’s commitment to
digital transformation of industries and its desire to hire people like Owen to move
it forward.

Apple
In many industries, products are becoming a vehicle for service provision. Nowhere
is this more obvious than in consumer electronics. Every app that you have on your
smart phone promises to provide you with information, entertainment, purchasing
opportunities, or unique solutions for your everyday life—all of these are services.
The phone itself is really just a “container” for the services it provides. Apple’s status as a service business was recognized when the company was ranked third for
service among all companies by 24/7 Wall Street. Apple continues to stay on the
forefront of technology and product design, but it is always geared to providing customers with the innovative services and solutions they have come to expect and
depend on from the company.

Uber
Technology, collaboration, and the sharing economy are giving rise to many new
services today. Some are short-lived, while others seem to have real staying power.
Uber’s rapid rise as a prominent, disruptive business model in the personal transportation industry is one of the best known examples. Technology has made Uber’s
business model possible, and consumer willingness to collaborate underlies its success. Through technology Uber is able to link individual drivers, driving their own
personal cars, with customers who are seeking a ride. The technology tracks locations, availability, payment, and evaluations of both drivers and riders, making the
service extremely efficient and yet customized. Although it is facing challenges from
regulated taxis and others, Uber’s rapid expansion globally is a testament to the
robustness of the service model.
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As the chapter opener suggests, services are prevalent across industries, service strategies can be very profitable, and technology and digital transformation of companies and industries is driving growth and innovation in services. Yet, the University
of Michigan’s American Customer Satisfaction Index has consistently shown lower
scores for services when compared to other products.2 Given the economic growth in
services, their profit and competitive advantage potential, and the overall lower levels
of customer satisfaction for services, it seems that the potential and opportunities for
companies that can excel in service marketing, management, and delivery have never
been greater.
This text will give you a lens with which to approach the marketing and management of services. What you learn can be applied in a company like GE with
a traditional manufacturing history or in pure service businesses. You will learn
tools, strategies, and approaches for developing and delivering profitable services
that can provide competitive advantage to firms. At the base of service marketing
and management you will find a strong customer focus that extends across all functions of the firm—thus the subtitle of this book, “integrating customer focus across
the firm.”

WHAT ARE SERVICES?
用最简单的话说，服
务 是 行 动、 过 程 和 表 现，
是由一个实体或个人为另
一个实体所提供或联合生
产或创造的绩效。

Put in the most simple terms, services are deeds, processes, and performances provided, coproduced, or cocreated by one entity or person for and/or with another
entity or person. Our chapter opener and the four company examples illustrate the
range of meanings and types of companies that offer services today. Although we
will rely on the simple, broad definition of services, you should be aware that over
time services and the service sector of the economy have been defined in subtly different ways. The variety of definitions can often explain the confusion or disagreements people have when discussing services and when describing industries that
constitute the service sector of the economy. Compatible with our simple, broad
definition is one that defines services to include “all economic activities whose output is not a physical product or construction, is generally consumed at the time it
is produced, and provides added value in forms (such as convenience, amusement,
timeliness, comfort, or health) that are essentially intangible concerns of its first
purchaser.”3 The breadth of industries making up the service sector of the U.S. economy is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Service Industries, Service as a Product, Customer Service,
and Derived Service

As we begin our discussion of service marketing and management, it is important to
draw distinctions between service industries and companies, service as a product,
customer service, and derived service. The tools and strategies you will learn in this
text can be applied to any of these categories.
Service industries and companies include those industries and companies typically classified within the service sector where the core product is a service. All of
the following companies can be considered pure service companies: Marriott International (lodging), American Airlines (transportation), Charles Schwab (financial services), and Mayo Clinic (health care). The total services sector comprises a wide range
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of service industries, as suggested by Figure 1.1. Companies in these industries sell
services as their core offering.
Service as a product represents a wide range of intangible product offerings that
customers value and pay for in the marketplace. Service products are sold by service
companies and by nonservice companies such as manufacturers and technology companies. For example, IBM and Hewlett-Packard offer information technology consulting services to the marketplace, competing with firms such as Accenture, a traditional
pure service firm. Other industry examples include department stores like Macy’s that
sell services such as gift wrapping and shipping, pet stores like PetSmart that sell pet
grooming and training services, and distributors like VWR who offer services such as
instrument calibration, equipment maintenance, and inventory management to their
research lab customers.
Customer service is also a critical aspect of what we mean by “service.” Customer service is the service provided in support of a company’s core products.
Companies typically do not charge for customer service. Customer service can
occur on-site (as when a retail employee helps a customer find a desired item or
answers a question), or it can occur over the phone or via the Internet through chat
in real time. Many companies operate customer service call centers, often staffed
around the clock. In other cases, customer service is provided remotely, through
machine-to-machine communication without any human interaction. Regardless
of the method, quality customer service is essential to building customer relationships. It should not, however, be confused with the services provided for sale by
the company.
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FIGURE 1.2 Tangibility Spectrum
Source: L. G. Shostack, “Breaking Free from Product Marketing,” Journal of Marketing 41 (April, 1977), pp. 73–80, American Marketing Association.
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Derived service is yet another way to look at what service means. In an awardwinning article in the Journal of Marketing, Steve Vargo and Bob Lusch argue for a
logic for marketing that suggests that all products and physical goods are valued for
the services they provide.4 Drawing on the work of respected economists, marketers,
and philosophers, they suggest that the value derived from physical goods is really
the service provided by the good, not the good itself. For example, they suggest that a
pharmaceutical drug provides medical service, a razor provides barbering service, and
computers provide information and data manipulation service. Although this view is
somewhat abstract, it suggests an even broader, more inclusive, view of the meaning
of service.

Tangibility Spectrum

The broad definition of service implies that intangibility is a key determinant of
whether an offering is a service. Although this is true, it is also true that very few
products are purely intangible or totally tangible. Instead, services tend to be more
intangible than manufactured products, and manufactured products tend to be more
tangible than services. For example, the fast-food industry, while classified as a service, also has many tangible components such as the food, the packaging, and so on.
Automobiles, while classified within the manufacturing sector, also supply many
intangibles, such as transportation and navigation services. The tangibility spectrum
shown in Figure 1.2 captures this idea. Throughout this text, when we refer to services
we will be assuming the broad definition of services and acknowledging that there
are very few “pure services” or “pure goods.” The issues and approaches we discuss
are directed toward those offerings that lie on the right side, the intangible side, of the
spectrum shown in Figure 1.2.

Trends in the Service Sector

Although you often hear and read that many modern economies are dominated by services, the United States and other countries did not become service economies overnight. As early as 1929, 55 percent of the working population was employed in the
service sector in the United States, and approximately 54 percent of the gross national
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product was generated by services in 1948. The data in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show that
the trend toward services has continued, until in 2016 services represented 81 percent
of the gross domestic product (GDP), and in 2014, 80 percent of employment. Note
also that these data do not include services provided by manufacturing companies. The
number of employees and value of the services they produce would be classified as
manufacturing sector data.
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WHY SERVICE MARKETING?
Why is it important to learn about service marketing, service quality, and service
management? What are the differences in services versus manufactured-goods marketing that have led to the demand for books and courses on services? Many forces
have led to the growth of services marketing, and many industries, companies, and
individuals have defined the scope of the concepts, frameworks, and strategies that
define the field.

Service-Based Economies

First, service marketing concepts and strategies have developed in response to the tremendous growth of service industries, resulting in their increased importance to the
U.S. and world economies. As was noted, the service sector represented more than 80
percent of total employment in 2014 and 81 percent of gross domestic product of the
United States in 2016. Almost all the absolute growth in numbers of jobs and the fastest growth rates in job formation are in service industries, particularly health care and
IT professional services.
Another indicator of the economic importance of services is that trade in services
is growing worldwide. In fact, while the U.S. balance of trade in goods remains in the
red, exports of services have jumped 84 percent since 2000 and there was a $227 billion trade surplus in services in 2015. In fact, the U.S. ranks number one in the world
in sales of services abroad.5,6
There is a growing market for services and increasing dominance of services in
economies worldwide (see the accompanying table). This growth is apparent in established economies as well as emerging economies such as China, where the central government has placed a priority on service sector growth. The growth of the service sector
has drawn increasing attention to the challenges of service sector industries worldwide.
Country (Region)

Services GDP as of 2015

China Hong Kong
UK
Netherlands
France
United States
Singapore
Japan
Brazil
Canada
Germany
New Zealand
Australia
Sweden
Mexico
India
China Mainland

93
80
80
79
78
76
72
72
71
69
69
67
65
62
54
48

Source: The CIA World Fact Book, 2015.
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Service as a Business Imperative in Goods-Focused
Businesses

Early in the development of the field of service marketing and management, most of
the impetus came from service industries such as banking, transportation, hospitality, and health care. As these traditional service industries have evolved and become
even more competitive, the need for effective service management and marketing
strategies has continued. Now, however, companies across industries have discovered the value of service innovation and service growth strategies.7 Manufacturers
(e.g., GE, Caterpillar), technology companies (e.g., Avnet, Xerox, IBM), retailers
(e.g., PetSmart), and even packaged goods companies (e.g., Procter & Gamble) have
begun to discover the potential for service-led growth. (See Chapter 8 and the Strategy
Insight in that chapter.) All of these companies have realized that an excellent product
alone is not a guarantee for long-term success.
For example Xerox now provides a document management service, whereby
it can take over the management of all documents (digital and paper) within an
organization. This type of service lies far beyond its traditional printer repair and
maintenance service business. In a different industry, PetSmart, a very large pet
retailer, attributes nearly all of its growth in recent years to its services, including
pet hotels, grooming, and training. Procter & Gamble has also begun a push into
services tied to a few of its renowned brands, including Mr. Clean Car Wash, a franchise model for Tide Dry Cleaners, and a new laundry service called “Tide Spin.”
Knowing the tremendous value of these brands, Procter & Gamble has been very
meticulous and careful in its extension of these brands into services. To expand
their service business expertise, many technology companies have partnered
with or purchased service businesses. IBM purchased PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Hewlett-Packard purchased EDS, and Dell acquired Perot Systems, to name just
a few.
Why are all these companies choosing to focus on services? There are a number
of reasons. First, the commoditization of products in many industries has resulted in
price and margin pressures on many physical goods. Services can help firms to customize their offerings, adding value for customers. Second, customers are demanding
services and solutions, especially in business-to-business markets. In many situations,
customers demand a solution to their problem or challenge that involves multiple
products and services. They look to their providers to create and deliver these productservice solutions. Third, services often have higher profit margins than products and
can thus provide platforms for firm profitability. As you will learn in later chapters,
customer loyalty and customer satisfaction are driven in large part by service quality
and service offerings. Again, this knowledge provides firms with another reason to
develop services and cement customer loyalty through high-quality service. Finally,
many industries are highly competitive today and service can be a differentiator in a
crowded market.
As firms transition into services, they often encounter serious challenges in terms
of culture change, sales and channel issues, and a need for expertise in designing and
delivering services. These companies are typically engineering, technology, science,
or operations driven. Their expertise is anchored in what they produce. As these companies transition and seek to grow through service, they find they need a new service
logic, and the special concepts and approaches for managing and marketing services
become increasingly apparent.8
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Deregulated Industries and Professional Service Needs

Specific demand for service marketing concepts has come from deregulated industries
and professional services as both these groups have gone through rapid changes in the
ways they do business. In the past several decades many very large service industries,
including airlines, banking, telecommunications, and trucking, have been deregulated
by the U.S. government. Similar deregulatory moves have taken place in many other
countries as well. As a result, marketing decisions that used to be tightly controlled by
the government are now partially, and in some cases totally, within the control of individual firms.9 For example, historically all airline fares, routes, and commissions paid
to travel agents were determined and monitored by the government. All of that changed
with deregulation, and airlines have been free to set their own pricing structures and
determine which routes they will fly. Deregulation created turmoil in the airline industry, accelerating the need for more sophisticated, customer-based, and competitionsensitive marketing.
Providers of professional services (such as physicians, lawyers, accountants, engineers, and architects) have also demanded new concepts and approaches for their
businesses as these industries have become increasingly competitive and as professional standards have been modified to allow advertising. Whereas traditionally the
professions avoided even using the word marketing, they now seek better ways to
understand and segment their customers, to ensure the delivery of quality services, and
to strengthen their positions amid a growing number of competitors.

Service Marketing Is Different

As the previously mentioned forces coincided and evolved, businesspeople realized that
marketing and managing services presented issues and challenges not faced in manufacturing and packaged goods companies. These differences and challenges were captured
in a series of interviews by management consultant Gary Knisely (see Exhibit 1.1).
For example, when a firm’s core offering is a deed performed by an employee (such
as engineering consulting), how can the firm ensure consistent product quality to the
marketplace? As service businesses began to turn to marketing and decided to hire marketing people, they naturally recruited from the best marketers in the world—Procter
& Gamble, General Foods, Kodak (at the time). People who moved from marketing
in packaged goods industries to marketing in health care, banking, and other service
industries found that their skills and experiences were not directly transferable. They
faced issues and dilemmas in marketing services that their experiences in packaged
goods and manufacturing had not prepared them for. These people realized the need for
new concepts and approaches for marketing and managing service businesses.
Service marketers responded to these forces and began to work across disciplines
and with academics and business practitioners from around the world to develop
and document marketing practices for services. As the field evolved, it expanded to
address the concerns and needs of any business in which service is an integral part of
the offering.

Service Equals Profits
20 世纪后几十年，许
多企业都跳上了服务乐队
的彩车，主动投资于服务
创新，并把提升服务质量
作为差别化和形成竞争优
势的方式。

In the final decades of the 20th century, many firms jumped on the service bandwagon, investing in service initiatives and promoting service quality as ways to differentiate themselves and create competitive advantage. Many of these investments
were based on faith and intuition by managers who believed in serving customers
well and who believed in their hearts that quality service made good business sense.
Indeed, a dedication to quality service has been the foundation for success for many

Exhibit 1.1

Is the Marketing of Services Different? A Historical Perspective

In 1979 Gary Knisely, a principal of the consulting firm Johnson Smith & Knisely, asked the title question to practicing
service marketers. Specifically, Knisely interviewed several high-ranking marketing executives who had all gone
to work in consumer services after extensive experience in
the consumer packaged goods industry (known for its marketing prowess).
These executives found differences, all right. Their discoveries came from attempts to apply (with mixed success,
it turned out) consumer goods marketing practices directly
to services. James L. Schorr of Holiday Inns Inc., formerly
with Procter & Gamble, found that he could not overlay a
consumer goods firm’s marketing system onto a service
firm. He, and the other executives interviewed, expressed
certain recurring themes. First, more variables exist in
the marketing mix for services than for consumer goods.
Schorr claimed that in a service business, marketing and
operations are more closely linked than in a manufacturing business; thus, the service production process is part
of the marketing process. Second, customer interface is a
major difference between goods marketing and services
marketing. Executives from packaged goods companies
never had to think in terms of a direct dialogue with their
customers. For Schorr, the marketing of hotel rooms boiled
down to a “people-on-people” sale. Robert L. Catlin, in
relating his experience in the airline industry, stated, “Your
people are as much of your product in the consumer’s mind
as any other attribute of the service.” People buy products
because they believe they work. But with services, people
deal with people they like and they tend to buy services
because they believe they will like them. This thought process makes the customer–employee interface a critical
component of marketing.

The executives also commented on how the marketing mix variables common to both goods and services
have vastly different implications for marketing strategy
in the two contexts. In the distribution and selling of services, the firm cannot rely on well-stocked shelves past
which the consumer can push a cart and make selections.
Consumers’ exposure to the full range of need-fulfilling service products may be limited by the salesperson’s “mental inventory” of services and how he or she prioritizes
them. You could say that the service product manager is
competing for the “mental shelf space” of the firm’s sales
personnel. For Rodney Woods, group marketing officer at
United States Trust Co., pricing was the most critical factor
in the marketing of services versus products. For Woods,
determining the costs associated with service production and delivery proved very difficult, much more of a
challenge than he had faced in his earlier career working
with such large packaged goods companies as Pillsbury,
Procter & Gamble, and Bristol-Myers. Also, the benefits of
using price as a promotional weapon were not as apparent.
Promotional price cuts tended to erode hard-fought positioning and image.
While scholars debated early on the issue of whether
marketing management differs for goods versus services,
for top managers with experience in both areas the differences were pronounced in 1979. They still are today. The
differences that these early service marketers noted were
the impetus for many of the ideas, concepts, and strategies
practiced today.
Source: This discussion is based on interviews conducted
by Gary Knisely that appeared in Advertising Age on
January 15, 1979; February 19, 1979; March 19, 1979; and
May 14, 1979.

firms, across industries. In his book Discovering the Soul of Service, Leonard Berry
describes in detail 14 such companies.10 The companies featured in his book had been
in business an average of 31 years when the book was written. These companies had
been profitable in all but five of their combined 407 years of existence. Berry discovered
through his research that these successful businesses share devotion to nine common
service themes, among them values-driven leadership, commitment to investments in
employee success, and trust-based relationships with customers and other partners at
the foundation of the organization.
Since the mid-1990s firms have demanded hard evidence of the bottom-line effectiveness of service strategies. And researchers have built a convincing case that service
strategies, implemented appropriately, can be very profitable. Work sponsored by the
Marketing Science Institute suggests that corporate strategies focused on customer satisfaction, revenue generation, and service quality may actually be more profitable than
strategies focused on cost cutting or strategies that attempt to do both simultaneously.11
11
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Research out of the Harvard Business School built a case for the “service–profit chain,”
linking internal service and employee satisfaction to customer value and ultimately to
profits.12 And considerable research shows linkages from customer satisfaction (often
driven by service outcomes) to customer loyalty and to profits.13 From the University of Michigan American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) come data suggesting that customer satisfaction is directly linked to shareholder value. Firms in the top
25 percent of the ACSI rankings show significantly higher shareholder value than do
firms in the bottom 25 percent. Research based on ACSI data also shows that the top
20 percent of ACSI firms outperform the Standard & Poor's 500, NASDAQ, and Dow
Jones Industrial Average.14
An important key to these successes is that the right strategies are chosen and
that these strategies are implemented appropriately and well. Three service pioneers,
James L. Heskett, W. Earl Sasser Jr., and Leonard A. Schlesinger recently captured
much of what has been learned about service success and failures in their new book,
What Great Service Leaders Know and Do.15 Much of what you learn from this text
will guide you in making correct service strategy decisions and in providing superior
implementation. Throughout the text we will point out the profit implications and tradeoffs to be made with service strategies. See this chapter’s Strategy Insight for four
ways that firms successfully and profitably compete through service. In Chapter 16
we will come back to this topic by providing integrated coverage of the financial and
profit impact of service.

But “Service Stinks”

Despite the importance of service and the bottom-line profit potential for service, consumers perceive that overall the quality of service is not great in many companies and
industries.16 We see BusinessWeek magazine blatantly condemning service in its cover
story “Why Service Stinks” and a Wall Street Journal editorial questioning service
quality and value that is entitled “We Pay Them to Be Rude to Us.”17 And although
there are exceptions in every industry, American Customer Satisfaction Index scores
for service industries are on average lower than the scores for durable and nondurable
products.18
This critique of service is troubling when, at some level, service has never been
better. For example, think of just one industry—health care. The ability to prevent and
treat diseases has never been greater, resulting in an ever-increasing life expectancy in
the United States and in most other industrialized countries. Or take the communications industries—communicating quickly, effectively, and cheaply with people all over
the world has never been easier. Access to vast quantities of information, entertainment, and music is unbelievable compared to what people had just 10 years ago. So
clearly, in some ways and in many industries, service is better than ever.
Despite these obvious improvements, there is hard evidence that consumers are not
satisfied with the services they receive from many companies and industries today.
There are many plausible explanations for why this is the case, including:
• With more companies offering tiered service based on the calculated profitability
of different market segments, many customers are, in fact, getting less service than
they have in the past.
• Increasing use by companies of self-service and technology-based service is perceived
as less service because no human interaction or human personalization is provided.
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Strategy Insight

Competing Strategically through Service

Firms can compete profitably through services in a
variety of ways. Through our work with companies
across industries and through benchmarking other
companies, we see four strategic themes emerge as
the primary ways that firms can compete through service. Although firms tend to emphasize one or two of
these strategic choices at a given time, it may be possible to do more.

EXEMPLARY OUT-OF-THE-BOX CUSTOMER
SERVICE
There are some organizations whose competitive
advantage is their reputation for out-of-the-box customer service. Southwest Airlines, Mayo Clinic, Zappos
(an online shoe and clothing retailer), and Zanes Cycles
(a small bicycle shop in Connecticut) are just a few
examples. These organizations focus on going out of
their way for customers and providing customer service
in unique ways. Special services that these companies
provide include:
●

At Southwest Airlines, a distinctive sense of humor
among employees as well as in-flight games and
jokes.

●

At Mayo Clinic, a grand piano in the lobby and doctors who sit physically close to patients, look them
in the eye, and truly believe that “the best interest
of the patient is the only interest to be considered.”

●

At Zappos.com, nine views and videos of every shoe
for sale.

●
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At Zanes Cycles, a “flat tire club.”

INNOVATIVE, CUTTING-EDGE SERVICES
Other organizations compete through providing innovative and cutting-edge services—being the first and/
or best in their industry or being on the forefront of
new inventions, technology, or science. Examples
here include Amazon.com, the first company to introduce really effective and innovative online retailing.
Mayo Clinic falls into this category as well. It is on the
leading edge of medicine in the United States and
typically sees patients who have hard-to-diagnose or
complex problems. The clinic’s research-based, teamoriented, consultative model of medicine keeps it on
the forefront.
Technology helps firms to expand the possibilities in service and create offerings that become an

integral part of customers’ lives. For example, the
Amazon Echo is an Internet-connected device that
can play music, give weather updates, order products
to be shipped to the home, and control a vast array
of other Internet-connected products, such as thermostats and smart light bulbs—all at the sound of the
user’s voice.

VALUE-ADDED, REVENUE-PRODUCING
SERVICES
A major trend in manufacturing, information technology, and other nonservice industries in recent
years is the introduction of value-added, revenueproducing services. Firms in these industries have
recognized that they cannot compete on the sales
and margins produced by their manufactured products alone. Many firms, such as IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
Siemens, and General Electric, have integrated services
into their mix of offerings.
This focus on revenue-producing services also
extends to retailers. For example, PetSmart, the largest
pet retailer in the United States, has introduced a host of
new services in recent years as a way to compete effectively in this relatively low-margin industry. The company
targets “pet parents” in its advertising, and its special
services include pet training, grooming, and overnight
care.

A SERVICE CULTURE THAT DIFFERENTIATES
Finally, a firm can compete by nurturing a service culture that attracts the very best workers in the industry. In attracting the best workers, the company has an
advantage over the competition in terms of providing
the very best services and thus becoming both the
“employer of choice” and the “provider of choice” in
its industry. This approach is used, for example, by
Southwest Airlines, Mayo Clinic, Disney, and Marriott
Hotels. At Marriott, the underlying company philosophy is “take care of your employees and they will take
care of your guests.” This philosophy permeates all the
Marriott brands, from Fairfield Inns to the Ritz Carlton,
giving Marriott a worldwide competitive advantage in
its industry.
Source: Center for Services Leadership, W. P. Carey School of
Business, Arizona State University (www.wpcarey.asu.edu/csl).
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• Customer expectations are higher in all industries because of the excellent service
they receive from some companies. Thus, they expect the same from all and are
frequently disappointed.
• Organizations have cut costs to the extent that they are too lean and too understaffed
to provide quality service.
• The competitive job market results in less-skilled people working in frontline
service jobs; talented workers soon get promoted or leave for better opportunities.
• Many companies give lip service to customer focus and service quality, but they fail
to provide the training, compensation, and support of employees needed to actually
deliver quality service.
These explanations can be debated. But for managers, students, and teachers of
service marketing and management, the message is clear: there is plenty of work to be
done. In this text we will provide many examples of best practices—companies that
understand how to get it right and are succeeding with service. We will also delineate many tools, concepts, and strategies that can help to reverse the “service stinks”
mind-set.

SERVICE AND TECHNOLOGY
The preceding sections examined the roots of service marketing and the reasons the
field and business function exist. Another major trend—technology, specifically information technology—is shaping the field and profoundly influencing the practice of
service marketing. According to researchers Roland T. Rust and Ming-Hui Huang,
information technology is causing a “service revolution,” resulting in an expansion of
the service sector and increased importance of service in all categories of the economy.19 In this section we explore trends in technology (positive and negative) to set
the stage for topics that will be discussed throughout this text. In each chapter you will
find a Technology Spotlight box that highlights the influence of technology on issues
related to the particular chapter. Together with globalization, the influence of technology is the most profound trend affecting service marketing today.

Technology-Based Service Offerings

Looking to the past, it is apparent how technology was the basic force behind service
innovations now taken for granted. Automated voice mail, interactive voice response
systems, cell phones, automated teller machines (ATMs), and other common services
were possible only because of new technologies. Just think how dramatically different
your world would be without these basic technology services.
More recently, people have seen the explosion of the Internet, resulting in a host
of new services. Internet-based companies like Amazon and Google/Alphabet offer
services previously unheard of and smart phones now offer innumerable service applications that were not even imaginable in the recent past. Even established companies
and industries find that the Internet provides a way to offer new services as well.20 For
example, The Wall Street Journal offers an interactive edition that allows customers to
organize the newspaper’s content to suit their individual preferences and needs. And,
universities are now offering entire degree programs online, providing access to education for many who would not have it otherwise.
Many new technology services are on the evolving as we write this book, and they
will continue to explode on the scene at an increasingly rapid rate.21 For example, the
“connected car” allows people to access all kinds of existing and new services while
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on the road. In-car systems provide recommendations for shopping by informing drivers when they are within a certain number of miles of their preferred retailer. On a road
trip, the system may provide weather forecasts and warnings, and when it is time to
stop for the night, the car’s system can book a room at a nearby hotel, recommend a
restaurant, and make dinner reservations.
Other technological advances are making it possible for medical professionals to
monitor patients’ conditions remotely and even to provide medical diagnoses, treatment, and surgery guidance via technology interfaces. Similarly, large equipment
manufacturers like John Deere, Caterpillar, and General Electric can now remotely
monitor and service equipment, as well as provide sophisticated information and data
to their clients via the Internet. These sophisticated services that depend on data being
transmitted from machines are part of what is known as the Internet of Things, or IOT.
In addition to generating masses of data, IOT is generating a plethora of new service
opportunities.22

New Ways to Deliver Service

技术除了为新服务提
供机会外，还为现存的服
务更易于获得、便利和更
具效率提供了支持。

In addition to providing opportunities for new service offerings, technology is providing approaches for delivering existing services in more accessible, convenient,
productive ways. Technology facilitates basic customer service functions (bill paying, questions, checking account records, order tracking), transactions (both retail and
business-to-business), and learning or information seeking. Our Technology Spotlight
traces how, through history, evolving technologies have changed one aspect of service,
namely, customer service, forever. Companies have moved from face-to-face service
to telephone-based service to widespread use of interactive voice response systems
to Internet-based customer service and now to wireless service. Interestingly, many
companies are coming full circle and now offer human contact as the ultimate form of
customer service!
Technology also facilitates transactions by offering a direct vehicle for making purchases and conducting business. In the financial services field, Charles
Schwab transformed itself from a traditional broker to an online financial services
company that currently conducts more than 70 percent of its customer transactions
online. Technology company Intuit offers technology-based services designed
to make customers’ financial lives easier, including TurboTax, and QuickBooks.
Their free Mint app allows customers to pull all their accounts, cards, and investments
into one place to track spending, create a budget, and receive bill reminders.
Technology has also transformed service delivery and transactions for many
business-to business firms. For example, technology giant Cisco Systems offers
virtually all its customer service and ordering functions to its business customers
via technology.
Finally, technology, specifically the Internet, provides an easy way for customers
to learn, do research, and collaborate with each other. Access to information has never
been easier. For example, more than 20,000 websites currently offer health-related
information. Many provide answers to specific disease, drug, and treatment questions.
In a study of online health care information usage, the Pew organization found that,
among Americans with Internet access, 80 percent had looked for health or medical information on the Web.23 Technology also facilitates easy and direct communication from companies and individual providers to customers, resulting in
new shared services such as Airbnb, Uber, and Fiverr. Collectively these types
of services make up the growing “shared economy,” sometimes called the Gig
Economy.24
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Technology Spotlight

The Changing Face of Customer Service

Excellent customer service—the daily, ongoing support
of a company’s offerings—is critical in creating brand
identity and ultimate success. It includes answering
questions, taking orders, dealing with billing issues, handling complaints, scheduling appointments, and similar
activities. These essential functions can make or break
an organization’s relationships with its customers. The
quality of customer care can significantly impact brand
identity for service, manufacturing, and consumer products companies. Because of its importance in creating
impressions and sustaining customer relationships,
customer service has sometimes been called the “front
door” of the organization or its “face.”
So how has the “face” of customer service changed with the influx of technology? Long ago all customer service was provided face-to-face through
direct personal interaction between employees and
customers. To get service you had to visit stores or
service providers in person. The telephone changed
this, allowing customers to call companies and speak
directly with employees, typically Monday–Friday,

8:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. Customer service became less
personal, but without a doubt more efficient, through
use of the telephone. With the evolution of computer
technology, customer service representatives (CSRs)
became even more efficient. Through computer information systems and customer data files, CSRs are able
to call up customer records at their workstations to
answer questions on the spot.
Over time, because communication and computer
technologies allowed it, large organizations began to
centralize their customer service functions, consolidating into a few large call centers that could be located
anywhere in the country or the world, with calls handled
24 hours per day. But still, in these types of call centers,
customer service is, for the most part, an interpersonal
event, with customers talking directly, one-on-one with
an employee.
The advent and rapid proliferation of the efficient,
but much maligned, automated voice response systems
changed personal customer service in many organizations
into menu-driven, automated exchanges. In almost every

Enabling Both Customers and Employees

Technology enables both customers and employees to be more effective in getting
and providing service.25 Through self-service technologies, customers can serve themselves more effectively. Via online banking, customers can access their accounts, check
balances, apply for loans, shift money among accounts, and take care of just about any
banking need they might have—all without the assistance of the bank’s employees.
Online shopping and hundreds of service applications available via the Internet and
smart phones have transformed the lives of consumers forever. Through social media,
individuals and companies can communicate and collaborate with each other as well.
For employees, technology can provide tremendous support in making them more
effective and efficient in delivering service. Customer relationship management
and sales support software are broad categories of technology that can aid frontline
employees in providing better service. By having immediate access to information about their product and service offerings as well as about particular customers,
employees are better able to serve them. This type of information allows employees to
customize services to fit the customer’s needs. They can also be much more efficient
and timely than in the old days when most customer and product information was in
paper files or in the heads of sales and customer service representatives.

Extending the Global Reach of Services

Technology infusion results in the potential for reaching out to customers around the
globe in ways not possible before. The Internet itself knows no boundaries, and therefore information, customer service, and transactions can move across countries and
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industry and any business context, consumers encounter
these types of systems, and many are quite frustrating—
for example, when a system has a long, confusing set of
menu options or when no menu option seems to fit the
purpose of the call. Similarly, customers become angered
when they cannot get out of the automated system easily
or when there is no option to speak to a live person.
Beyond automated telecom systems, the explosion of
the Internet has also dramatically changed customer service for many companies. Service can now be provided on
the Internet via e-mails, website robots, FAQs, and online
chats. In these cases there is no direct human interaction,
and customers actually perform their own service. In other
cases, there is no human involvement at all in customer
service. For example, many manufacturers in business-tobusinesses provide remote monitoring of equipment and
automated machine-to-machine service without customer
or employee intervention.
With the relentless proliferation of technology solutions, firms are finding that expectations for customer service have changed. Customers are demanding choices in
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how they get customer service, whether it be via phone,
automated voice system, e-mail, Internet self-service, or
remote machine-to-machine service. Although customers
often enjoy technology-based service and even demand
it in many cases, they dislike it when it does not work reliably, when it does not seem to have any advantages over
the interpersonal service alternatives, and when there are
no systems in place to recover from failures. Interestingly,
when things do not work as they are supposed to on an
Internet site or through an automated response system,
customers are quick to look for more traditional interpersonal (in person or via telephone) options, coming full
circle to where they started.
Sources: J. A. Nickell, “To Voice Mail Hell and Back,” Busi-

ness 2.0, July 10, 2001, pp. 49–53; M. L. Meuter, A. L. Ostrom,
R. I. Roundtree, and M. J. Bitner, “Self-Service Technologies:
Understanding Customer Satisfaction with Technology-Based
Service Encounters,” Journal of Marketing 64 (July 2000),
pp. 50–64; S. Ali, “If you want to Scream, Press . . . ,” The
Wall Street Journal, October 30, 2006, p. R4; J. Light, “With
Customer Service, Real Person Trumps Text,” The Wall Street
Journal, April 25, 2011, p. B7.

across continents, reaching any customer who has access to the Internet. Technology
also allows employees of international companies to stay in touch easily—to share
information, to ask questions, to serve on virtual teams together. All this technology facilitates the global reach as well as the effectiveness of service businesses. Our
Global Feature focuses on the migration of service jobs around the world and the ability to produce services almost anywhere.

The Internet Is a Service

An interesting way to look at the influence of technology is to realize that the Internet
is just “one big service.” All businesses and organizations that operate on the Internet
are essentially providing services—whether they are giving information, performing
basic customer service functions, facilitating transactions, or promoting social interactions among individuals. Even mobile-to-mobile or IOT offerings are all services at
their core. Thus, all the tools, concepts, and strategies you learn in studying service
marketing and management have direct application in an Internet or e-business world.
Although technology and the Internet have profoundly changed how people do business and what offerings are possible, it is clear that customers still want basic service.
They want what they have always wanted: dependable outcomes, easy access, responsive systems, flexibility, apologies, and compensation when things go wrong. But now
they expect these outcomes from technology-based businesses and from e-commerce
solutions.26 With hindsight it is obvious that many dot-com start-ups suffered and even
failed because of lack of basic customer knowledge and failure of implementation,
logistics, and service follow-up.27

The Migration of Service Jobs

With the ever-growing sophistication of information
technology, the global reach of organizations is increasing at a spectacular rate. Activities that used to require
close proximity and personal contact can now often be
accomplished via the Internet, video, and telecommunication technologies. This advancement means that the jobs
that produce and support these activities can be done
almost anywhere in the world. The result has been referred
to as a “migration of service jobs” out of countries such as the
United States and the United Kingdom to countries such as
India, Pakistan, the Philippines, Eastern European countries,
and, more recently, China, Columbia and Brazil.
This globalization of services is in many ways inevitable,
but it comes with considerable controversy. One clear concern is that some of the highest-paying service jobs are
being “lost” to lower-wage countries, and this concern is
very real for the individuals whose jobs are lost. However,
the numbers are not as large as perhaps imagined. Forrester Research in Cambridge, Massachusetts, estimates
that, by the year 2015, 3.3 million high-tech and service jobs
will have moved overseas from the United States. Others
estimate the number to be much higher. On the other side
of this concern are arguments that offshore jobs will spur
innovation, job creation in other areas, and increases in productivity that will benefit the consumer and keep companies
competitive in the global marketplace. In fact, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics estimated that, between 2000 and 2010,
22 million new U.S. jobs (mostly in business services, health
care, social services, transportation, and communications)
would be created. Although the specific outcomes of service job migration are not totally known, it is safe to say that
the globalization of services will continue, resulting in further
shrinking of the boundaries among people and countries.
Service job migration involves not just call centers and
IT help lines but also services that span industries and
levels of skills. Software development, IT consulting, chip
design, financial analysis, industrial engineering, analytics,
and drug research are just a few examples of services performed in India for global firms. Even medical diagnoses
and reading of medical records can be done remotely via
video, Internet, and scanning technologies.
In addition to off-shore service work for major corporations, other work is being done more piecemeal and
through contracts with individual workers. Sometimes
referred to as the “Human Cloud” or the “Gig Economy,”
workers sell their skills and time on the open online market
or through specific online platforms that cross geographic
and language boundaries. Through this online economy,
white collar jobs (some highly skilled and others requiring minimal skills) are performed and paid for in individual
negotiations among buyers and sellers. For example, online
platforms such as Upwork, Freelancer, and People Per Hour
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Global Feature

Deloitte US India, Hyderabad, India.

feature tasks such as copywriting, IT, design work, and legal
and administrative work to be done, and individuals “bid”
on the tasks and get paid for work performed.
Why is service job migration happening now? The root
of the acceleration is the rapid development and accessibility of sophisticated information technologies. Services
are information intensive, and information can now be
shared readily without direct personal contact. For example, at the John F. Welch Technology Center in Bangalore,
over 4,000 Indian researchers, engineers, and scientists engage in research for General Electric’s divisions.
Projects span such diverse areas as developing materials
for use in DVDs, boosting the productivity of GE plants, and
tweaking the designs of turbine engine blades. The design
work can be done in India (perhaps even teaming with
engineers elsewhere), and the results can be sent instantaneously wherever they are needed. Another global giant,
Deloitte, employs close to 27,000 people in 11 modern
office towers in its Deloitte US India operations in Hyderabad, India. Administrative work, audits, research on mergers and acquisitions, and project-based consulting work
are examples of the types of things workers do there for
Deloitte itself and for its global clients. In all of these cases,
where the work is done is not important or meaningful to
the client as long as it is done well and on time.
U. Karmarkar, “Will You Survive the Services Revolution?” Harvard
Business Review, 82 (June 2004), pp. 100–107; M. N. Baily and D.
Farrell, “Exploding the Myths of Offshoring,” The McKinsey Quarterly,
online at www.mckinseyquarterly.com, July 2004; A. Vashistha and
A. Vashistha, The Offshore Nation (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2006);
A. King, “Inside Deloitte’s Indian Growth Engine,” The Australian
Financial Review, April 13, 2016, p. 1; S. O’Connor, “Cloud Atlas: The
New World of Work,” Financial Times, October 9, 2015, p. 11; A. L.
Sussman and J. Zumbrun, “’Gig’ Economy Spreads Broadly,” The
Wall Street Journal, March 26–27, 2016, p. A1.
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The Paradoxes and Dark Side of Technology and Service

Although there is clearly great potential for technology to support and enhance
services, there are potential negative outcomes as well. David Mick and Susan
Fournier, well-regarded consumer researchers, have pointed out the many paradoxes
of technology products and services for consumers.28 For example, they note that
technology can facilitate a sense of freedom and independence for individuals, but it
can also be constraining or restrictive if it is perceived as inflexible. It can facilitate
social interaction and closeness among people, but it can also isolate or separate
them. This section highlights some of the general concerns.
Customer concerns about privacy and confidentiality raise major issues for firms
as they seek to learn about and interact directly with customers through the Internet.
These types of concerns are what have stymied and precluded many efforts to advance
technology applications in the health care industry, for example. Nor are all customers equally interested in using technology as a means of interacting with companies.
Research exploring “customer technology readiness” suggests that some customers
are simply not interested in using or ready to use technology.29 Employees can also
be reluctant to accept and integrate technology into their work lives—especially when
they perceive, rightly or wrongly, that the technology will substitute for human labor
and perhaps eliminate their jobs.
With technology infusion comes a loss of human contact, which many people believe
is detrimental purely from a quality of life and human relationships perspective. Parents
may lament that their children spend hours in front of computer and smart phone
screens, interacting with games, seeking information, and relating to their friends only
through instant messaging, Twitter, and Facebook without any face-to-face human contact. And workers in organizations become more and more reliant on communicating
through technology—even communicating via e-mail or online chat sessions with the
person in the next office or with someone riding in the same car! The unintentional consequences and pros and cons of technology infusion into everyday life are the subjects
of current research programs at Stanford University, cutting across disciplines from
psychiatry and medicine and communications, to computer science and engineering.30
Finally, the payback in technology investments is often uncertain. It may take a long
time for an investment to result in productivity or customer satisfaction gains. Sometimes
it never happens. For example, McKinsey & Company reports that a firm projected a $40
million savings from moving its billing and service calls to the Internet. Instead, it suffered a $16 million loss as a result of lower usage by customers than projected, unanticipated follow-up calls and e-mails to the call center from those who had used the Internet
application initially, and loss of revenue from lack of cross-selling opportunities.31

CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICES
There is general agreement that differences between goods and services exist and that
the distinctive characteristics discussed in this section result in challenges (as well as
advantages) for managers of services.32 It is also important to realize that each of these
characteristics could be arranged on a continuum similar to the tangibility spectrum
shown in Figure 1.1. That is, services tend to be more heterogeneous, more intangible,
and more difficult to evaluate than goods, but the differences between goods and services are not black and white by any means.33
Table 1.1 summarizes the differences between goods and services and the implications of these characteristics. Many of the strategies, tools, and frameworks in this text
were developed to address these characteristics, which had been largely ignored by
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TABLE 1.1 Comparing Goods and Services
Source: A. Parasuraman, V. A. Zeithaml, and L. L. Berry, “A Conceptual Model of Service Quality and Its Implications for Future Research.” Journal of Marketing
49 (Fall 1985), pp. 41–50.

Goods

Services

Resulting Implications

Tangible

Intangible

Standardized

Heterogeneous

Production separate
from consumption

Simultaneous production
and consumption

Nonperishable

Perishable

Services cannot be inventoried.
Services cannot be easily patented.
Services cannot be readily displayed or communicated.
Pricing is difficult.
Service delivery and customer satisfaction depend on
employee and customer actions.
Service quality depends on many uncontrollable factors.
There is no sure knowledge that the service delivered
matches what was planned and promoted.
Customers participate in and affect the transaction.
Customers affect each other.
Employees affect the service outcome.
Decentralization may be essential.
Mass production is difficult.
It is difficult to synchronize supply and demand with
services.
Services cannot be returned or resold.
Services for any given time-period cannot be sold or
delivered at a later date.

marketers. Recently it has been suggested that these distinctive characteristics should
not be viewed as unique to services but that they are also relevant to goods, that “all
products are services,” and that “economic exchange is fundamentally about service
provision.”34 This view suggests that all types of organizations may be able to gain
valuable insights from service marketing frameworks, tools, and strategies.

Intangibility
服务最基本的特性就
是无形性，因为服务是一
种绩效或行动，而不是实
物，所以我们不能像感觉
有形商品那样看到、感觉
到或触摸到服务。

The most basic distinguishing characteristic of services is intangibility. Because
services are performances or actions rather than objects, they cannot be seen, felt,
tasted, or touched in the same manner that you can sense tangible goods. For example,
health care services are actions (such as surgery, diagnosis, examination, and treatment) performed by providers and directed toward patients and their families. These
services cannot be seen or touched by the patient, although the patient may be able
to see and touch certain tangible components of the service (like the equipment or
hospital room). In fact, many services such as health care are difficult to grasp even
mentally. Even after a diagnosis or surgery has been completed the patient may not
fully comprehend the service performed, although tangible evidence of the service
(e.g., incision, bandaging, pain) may be apparent.
Resulting Marketing Implications Intangibility presents several marketing
challenges. Many services cannot be inventoried due to capacity constraints, and
therefore fluctuations in demand are often difficult to manage. For example, there
is tremendous demand for resort accommodations in Phoenix in February but little
demand in July. Yet resort owners have the same number of rooms to sell year-round.
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Services cannot be easily patented, and new service concepts can therefore easily be
copied by competitors. Services cannot be readily displayed or easily communicated
to customers, so quality may be difficult for consumers to assess. Decisions about
what to include in advertising and other promotional materials are challenging, as is
pricing. The actual costs of a “unit of service” are hard to determine, and the price–
quality relationship is complex.

Heterogeneity

Because services are performances, frequently produced, consumed, and often cocreated by humans, no two services will be precisely alike. The employees delivering the
service frequently are the service in the customer’s eyes, and people may differ in their
performance from day to day or even hour to hour. Heterogeneity also results because
no two customers are precisely alike; each will have unique demands or experience the
service in a unique way. Because services are often coproduced and cocreated with
customers, customer behaviors will also introduce variability and uncertainties, resulting in heterogeneity of outcomes. Thus, the heterogeneity connected with services is
largely the result of human interaction (between and among employees and customers)
and human behaviors, as well as all of the vagaries that accompany them. For example,
a tax accountant may provide a different service experience to two different customers
on the same day depending on their individual needs and personalities and on whether
the accountant is interviewing them when he or she is fresh in the morning or tired at
the end of a long day of meetings.
Resulting Marketing Implications Because services are heterogeneous across
time, organizations, and people, ensuring consistent service quality is challenging.
Quality actually depends on many factors that cannot be fully controlled by the service
supplier, such as the ability of the customer to articulate his or her needs, the ability
and willingness of personnel to satisfy those needs, the presence (or absence) of other
customers, and the level of demand for the service. Because of these complicating
factors, the service manager cannot always know for sure that the service is being
delivered in a manner consistent with what was originally planned and promoted.
Sometimes services are provided by a third party, further increasing the potential
heterogeneity of the offering.

Simultaneous Production and Consumption

Whereas most goods are produced first, then sold and consumed, many services
are sold first and then produced and consumed simultaneously. For example, an
automobile can be manufactured in Detroit, shipped to San Francisco, sold two
months later, and consumed over a period of years. But restaurant services cannot
be provided until they have been sold, and the dining experience is essentially
produced and consumed at the same time. Frequently in service situations like
the restaurant this also means that customers are present while the service is
being produced and thus view and may even take part in the production process
as coproducers or cocreators of the service. Simultaneity also means that customers will frequently interact with each other during the service production process
and thus may affect each others’ experiences. For example, strangers seated next
to each other in an airplane may well affect the nature of the service experience
for each other. That passengers understand this fact is clearly apparent in the way
business travelers will often go to great lengths to be sure they are not seated
next to families with small children. Another outcome of simultaneous production and consumption is that service producers find themselves playing a role as
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Students in a university class cocreate the
service experience
with each other and
the professor.
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part of the product itself and as an essential ingredient in the service experience
for the consumer. Interestingly, with the advent of technology, many services can
now be produced and consumed at different points in time, resulting in fewer
challenges related to this characteristic for some providers.35 For example, the
development of online education allows asynchronous delivery of class lectures
and information.
Resulting Marketing Implications Because services often (although not always) are
produced and consumed at the same time, mass production is difficult. The quality
of service and customer satisfaction will be highly dependent on what happens in
“real time,” including actions of employees, the interactions between employees
and customers, and interactions among customers themselves. Clearly the real-time
nature of services also results in advantages in terms of opportunities to customize
offerings for individual consumers. Simultaneous production and consumption also
means that it is not usually possible to gain significant economies of scale through
centralization. Often, operations need to be relatively decentralized, so that the service
can be delivered directly to the customer in convenient locations, although the growth
of technology-delivered services is changing this requirement for many services. Also
because of simultaneous production and consumption, the customer is involved in
and observes the production process and thus may affect (positively or negatively) the
outcome of the service transaction.

Perishability

Perishability refers to the fact that services cannot be saved, stored, resold, or returned.
A seat on an airplane or in a restaurant, an hour of a lawyer’s time, or space in a shipping container not used or purchased cannot be reclaimed and used or resold at a later
time. Perishability is in contrast to goods that can be stored in inventory or resold
another day, or even returned if the consumer is unhappy. Would it not be nice if a
bad haircut could be returned or resold to another customer? Perishability makes this
action an unlikely possibility for most services.
Resulting Marketing Implications A primary issue that marketers face in relation
to service perishability is the inability to inventory. Demand forecasting and creative
planning for capacity utilization are therefore important and challenging decision
areas. The fact that services cannot typically be returned or resold also implies a need
for strong recovery strategies when things do go wrong. For example, although a bad
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haircut cannot be returned, the hairdresser can and should have strategies for recovering the customer’s goodwill if and when such a problem occurs.

Search, Experience, and Credence Qualities

One framework for isolating differences in evaluation processes between goods
and services is a classification of properties of offerings proposed by economists.36
Economists first distinguished between two categories of properties of products:
search qualities, attributes that a customer can determine before purchasing a
product, and experience qualities, attributes that can be discerned only after purchase or during consumption. Search qualities include color, style, price, fit, feel,
hardness, and smell; experience qualities include taste, wearability, and comfort.
Products such as automobiles, clothing, furniture, and jewelry are high in search
qualities because their attributes can be almost completely determined and evaluated
before purchase. Products such as vacations and restaurant meals are high in experience qualities because their attributes cannot be fully known or assessed until they
have been purchased and are being consumed. A third category, credence qualities,
includes characteristics that the consumer may find impossible to evaluate even after
purchase and consumption.37 Examples of offerings high in credence qualities are
appendix operations, brake relinings on a car, and computer software updates. Few
consumers possess medical, mechanical, or technical skills sufficient to evaluate
whether these services are necessary or are performed properly, even after they have
been prescribed and produced by the provider.
Figure 1.5 arrays products that are high in search, experience, or credence qualities along a continuum of evaluation ranging from easy to evaluate to difficult to
evaluate. Products high in search qualities are the easiest to evaluate (left end of
the continuum). Products high in experience qualities are more difficult to evaluate because they must be purchased and consumed before assessment is possible
(center of the continuum). Products high in credence qualities are the most difficult
to evaluate because the customer may be unaware of or may lack sufficient knowledge to appraise whether the offerings satisfy given wants or needs even after usage
and/or consumption (right end of the continuum). Most goods fall to the left of the

Evaluation Qualities of Goods and Services

Most
goods

Most
services

Easy to evaluate
Medical diagnosis

Root canal
Auto repair
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Child care
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Automobiles
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Clothing
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continuum, whereas most services fall to the right because of the characteristics of
services just described. These characteristics make services more difficult to evaluate than goods, particularly in advance of purchase. Difficulty in evaluation, in
turn, forces consumers to rely on different cues and processes when deciding upon
and assessing services.

Challenges and Questions for Service Marketers

Because of the basic characteristics of services, marketers of services face some very
distinctive challenges. Answers to questions such as the ones listed here still elude
managers of services:
How can service quality be defined and improved when the product is intangible
and nonstandardized?
How can new services be designed and tested effectively when the service is
essentially an intangible process and one that is frequently cocreated with
customers and networks of providers?
How can the firm be certain it is communicating a consistent and relevant image
when so many elements of the marketing mix communicate to customers and
some of these elements are the service providers themselves?
How does the firm accommodate fluctuating demand when capacity is fixed and
the service itself is perishable?
How can the firm best motivate and select service employees who, because
the service is delivered in real time, become a critical part of the product
itself?
How should prices be set when it is difficult to determine actual costs of production and price may be inextricably intertwined with perceptions of quality?
How should the firm be organized so that good strategic and tactical decisions are
made when a decision in any of the functional areas of marketing, operations, and
human resources may have significant impact on the other two areas?
How can the balance between standardization and personalization be determined
to maximize both the efficiency of the organization and the satisfaction of its
customers?
How can the organization protect new service concepts from competitors when
service processes cannot be readily patented?
How does the firm communicate quality and value to customers when the
offering is intangible and cannot be readily tried or displayed prior to the
purchase decision?
How can the organization ensure the delivery and cocreation of consistent quality
service when both the organization’s employees and the customers themselves can
affect the service outcome?

SERVICE MARKETING MIX
The preceding questions are some of the many raised by managers and marketers of
services that will be addressed throughout the text through a variety of tools and strategies. Sometimes these tools are adaptations of traditional marketing tools, as with
the service marketing mix presented here. Other times they are new, as in the case of
service blueprinting presented in Chapter 8.
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Traditional Marketing Mix

One of the most basic concepts in marketing is the marketing mix, defined as the elements
an organization controls that can be used to satisfy or communicate with customers.
The traditional marketing mix is composed of the four Ps: product, place (distribution),
promotion, and price. These elements appear as core decision variables in any marketing text or marketing plan. The notion of a mix implies that all the variables are
interrelated and depend on each other to some extent. Further, the marketing mix philosophy implies an optimal mix of the four factors for a given market segment at a
given point in time.
Key strategy decision areas for each of the four Ps are captured in the top four
groups in Table 1.2. Careful management of product, place, promotion, and price will
clearly also be essential to the successful marketing of services. However, the strategies for the four Ps require some modifications when applied to services. For example,
traditionally promotion is thought of as involving decisions related to sales, advertising, sales promotions, and publicity. In services these factors are also important, but
because many services are produced and consumed simultaneously, service delivery
people (such as clerks, ticket takers, nurses, and phone personnel) are involved in realtime promotion of the service even if their jobs are typically defined in terms of the
operational functions they perform.

TABLE 1.2

Expanded
Marketing Mix
for Services

Product

Place

Promotion

Price

Physical good
features
Quality level
Accessories
Packaging
Warranties
Product lines
Branding
Product-support
services

Channel type(s)

Promotion blend

Flexibility

Exposure
Intermediaries
Outlet locations
Transportation
Storage
Managing channels

Salespeople
Selection
Training
Incentives
Advertising
Media types
Types of ads
Sales promotion
Publicity
Internet/Web strategy

Price level
Terms
Differentiation
Discounts
Allowances

People
Employees
Recruiting
Training
Motivation
Rewards
Teamwork
Customers
Education
Training

Physical Evidence
Facility design
Equipment
Signage
Employee dress
Web pages
Other tangibles
Reports
Business cards
Statements
Guarantees

Process
Flow of activities
Standardized
Customized
Number of steps
Simple
Complex
Customer involvement
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Expanded Mix for Services

Because services are usually produced and consumed simultaneously, customers are
often present in the firm’s factory, interact directly with the firm’s personnel, and are
actually part of the service production process. Also, because services are intangible, customers will often be looking for any tangible cue to help them understand the
nature of the service experience. For example, in the hotel industry the design and
decor of the hotel as well as the appearance and attitudes of its employees will influence customer perceptions and experiences.
Acknowledgment of the importance of these additional variables has led service
marketers to adopt the concept of an expanded marketing mix for services shown in
the three remaining groups in Table 1.2.38 In addition to the traditional four Ps, the
services marketing mix includes people, physical evidence, and process.
People All human actors who play a part in service delivery and thus influence the
buyer’s perceptions: namely, the firm’s personnel, the customer, and other customers in
the service environment.

All the human actors participating in the delivery of a service provide cues to the
customer regarding the nature of the service itself. Their attitudes and behaviors, how
these people are dressed, and their personal appearance all influence the customer’s
perceptions of the service. In fact, for some services, such as consulting, counseling,
teaching, and other professional relationship–based services, the provider is the service.
In other cases the contact person may play what appears to be a relatively small part in
service delivery—for instance, a cable service installer, an airline baggage handler, or
an equipment delivery dispatcher. Yet research suggests that even these providers may
be the focal point of service encounters that can prove critical for the organization.
In many service situations, customers themselves can also influence service delivery, thus affecting service quality and their own satisfaction. For example, a client
of a consulting company can influence the quality of service received by providing
needed and timely information and by implementing recommendations provided by
the consultant. Similarly, health care patients greatly affect the quality of service they
receive when they either comply or do not comply with health regimens prescribed by
the provider.
Customers not only influence their own service outcomes, but they can influence
other customers as well. In a theater, at a ballgame, in a classroom, or online, customers can influence the quality of service received by others—either enhancing or
detracting from other customers’ experiences.
Physical evidence The environment in which the service is delivered and where the
firm and customer interact, as well as any tangible components that facilitate performance or communication of the service.

The physical evidence of service includes all the tangible representations of the
service such as brochures, letterhead, business cards, reports, signage, equipment,
and web pages. In some cases it includes the physical facility where the service is
offered—the “servicescape”—for example, a retail bank branch facility. In other
cases, such as telecommunication services, the physical facility is irrelevant. In this
case other tangibles such as billing statements and appearance of the service vehicle
and installer may be important indicators of quality. Especially when consumers have
little on which to judge the actual quality of service, they will rely on these cues, just
as they rely on the cues provided by the people and the service process. Physical evidence cues provide excellent opportunities for the firm to send consistent and strong
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messages regarding the organization’s purpose, the intended market segments, and the
nature of the service.
Process The procedures, mechanisms, and flow of activities by which the service is
delivered, consumed, and cocreated—the service delivery and operating systems.

服务的这些特征在
本质上并没有好坏优劣之
分，关键在于这些特征是
顾客用来判断服务的一种
依据。

The delivery steps that the customer experiences, or the operational flow of the
service, also give customers evidence on which to judge the service. Some services
are very complex, requiring the customer to follow a complicated and extensive series
of actions to complete the process. Highly bureaucratized services frequently follow
this pattern, and the logic of the steps involved often escapes the customer. Another
distinguishing characteristic of the process that can provide evidence to the customer
is whether the service follows a production-line/standardized approach or whether the
process is an empowered/customized one. None of these characteristics of the service
is inherently better or worse than another. Rather, the point is that these process characteristics are another form of evidence used by the customer to judge service. For
example, two successful airline companies, Southwest and Singapore Airlines, follow extremely different process models. Southwest is a no-frills (no food, no assigned
seats), low-priced airline that offers frequent, relatively short domestic flights. All the
evidence it provides is consistent with its vision and market position, as illustrated in
Exhibit 1.2. Singapore Airlines, on the other hand, focuses on the business traveler
and is concerned with meeting individual traveler needs. Thus, its process is highly
customized to the individual, and employees are empowered to provide nonstandard
service when needed. Both airlines have been very successful.
The three new marketing mix elements (people, physical evidence, and process)
are included in the marketing mix as separate elements because they are particularly
salient for services, they are within the control of the firm, and any or all of them may
influence the customer’s initial decision to purchase a service as well as the customer’s
level of satisfaction and repurchase decisions. The traditional elements as well as the
new marketing mix elements will be explored in depth in future chapters.

STAYING FOCUSED ON THE CUSTOMER
Consistent with contemporary views of marketing that place the customer at the center of strategy, a critical theme running throughout the text is customer focus.39 In
fact, the subtitle of the book is “integrating customer focus across the firm.” From
the firm’s point of view, this means that all strategies are developed with an eye on
the customer, and all implementations are carried out with an understanding of their
impact on the customer. From a practical perspective, decisions regarding new services and communication plans will integrate the customer’s point of view; operations
and human resource decisions will be considered in terms of their impact on customers. All the tools, strategies, and frameworks included in this text have customers at
their foundation. The service marketing mix just described is clearly an important tool
that addresses the uniqueness of services, keeping the customer at the center.
In this text, we also view customers as assets to be valued, developed, and retained.
The strategies and tools we offer thus focus on customer relationship building and loyalty as opposed to a more transactional focus in which customers are viewed as onetime revenue producers. This text looks at customer relationship management not as a
software program but as an entire architecture or business philosophy. Every chapter
in the text can be considered a component needed to build a complete customer relationship management approach.

Exhibit 1.2

Southwest Airlines: Aligning People, Processes,

Southwest Airlines occupies a solid position in the minds of
U.S. air travelers as a reliable, convenient, fun, low-fare, nofrills airline. Translated, this position means high value—a
position reinforced by all elements of Southwest’s service
marketing mix. It has maintained this position consistently
for more than 40 years while making money every year; no
other U.S. airline comes close to this record.
Success has come for a number of reasons. One is the
airline’s low cost structure. It flies only one type of plane
(Boeing 737s), which lowers costs because of the fuel
efficiency of the aircraft itself combined with the ability to
standardize maintenance and operational procedures. The
airline also keeps its costs down by not serving meals, having no preassigned seats, and keeping employee turnover
very low. Herb Kelleher (president of Southwest from its
inception until 2001, and subsequently serving as chairman and chairman emeritus) was famous for his belief
that employees come first, not customers. The Dallasbased carrier has managed to be the low-cost provider and
a preferred employer while enjoying high levels of customer satisfaction and strong customer loyalty. Southwest’s
insistence that it will not charge for checked baggage–
unlike almost every other airline—is another of its popular
strategies that has won them customers from other airlines.
Southwest Airlines has the best customer service record
in the airline industry and has won the industry’s “Triple
Crown” for best baggage handling, best on-time performance, and best customer complaint statistics many times.
Observing Southwest Airlines’s success, it is clear that
all of its marketing mix elements are aligned around its
highly successful market position. The three traditional service marketing mix elements all strongly reinforce the value
image of the airline:
●

●
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People Southwest uses its people and customers very
effectively to communicate its position. Employees are
unionized, yet they are trained to have fun, are allowed
to define what “fun” means, and are given authority to
do what it takes to make flights lighthearted and enjoyable. People are hired at Southwest for their attitudes;
technical skills can be and are trained. And they are
the most productive workforce in the U.S. airline industry. Customers also are included in the atmosphere of
fun, and many get into the act by joking with the crew
and each other and by flooding the airline with letters
expressing their satisfaction.
Process The service delivery process at Southwest
also reinforces its position. There are no assigned seats
on the aircraft, so passengers line up and are “herded”
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and Physical Evidence

Southwest Airlines employees.

by assigned groups and numbers onto the plane, where
they jockey for seats. With very few exceptions, the airline does not transfer baggage to connecting flights on
other airlines. Food is not served in flight. In all, the process is very efficient, standardized, and low-cost, allowing for quick turnaround and low fares. Customers are
very much part of the service process, taking on their
roles willingly.
●

Physical evidence All the tangibles associated
with Southwest further reinforce the market position.
Employees dress casually, wearing shorts in the summer to reinforce the “fun” and further emphasize the
airline’s commitment to its employees’ comfort. No inflight meal service confirms the low-price image through
the absence of tangibles—no food. Because many
people joke about airline food, its absence for many
is not viewed as a value detractor. Southwest’s simple,
easy-to-use website is yet another form of consistent,
tangible evidence that supports the airline’s strong positioning and reinforces its image.

The consistent positioning using the service marketing
mix reinforces the unique image in the customer’s mind,
giving Southwest Airlines its high-value position.
Source: K. Freiberg and J. Freiberg, Nuts! Southwest Airlines’
Crazy Recipe for Business and Personal Success (Austin, TX: Bard
Press, 1996); K. Labich, “Is Herb Kelleher America’s Best CEO?”
Fortune, May 2, 1994; H. Kelleher and K. Brooker, “The Chairman
of the Board Looks Back,” Fortune, May 28, 2001, pp. 62–76; J. H.
Gitell, The Southwest Airlines Way (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2003);
M. Unnikrishnan, “Southwest Remains Firmly Opposed to Baggage
Fees,” Aviation Daily, October 12, 2015, pp. 1–2.
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Summary

This chapter has set the stage for further learning about service marketing by presenting information on changes in the world economy and business practice that
have driven the focus on service: the fact that services dominate the modern economies of the world; the focus on service as a competitive business imperative; specific needs of the deregulated and professional service industries; the role of new
service concepts growing from technological advances; and the realization that the
characteristics of services result in unique challenges and opportunities. The chapter
presented a broad definition of services as deeds, processes, and performances, and
it drew distinctions among pure service, value-added service, customer service, and
derived service.
Building on this fundamental understanding of the service economy, the chapter
presents the key characteristics of services that underlie the need for distinct strategies
and concepts for managing service businesses. These basic characteristics are that
services are intangible, heterogeneous, produced and consumed simultaneously,
and perishable. Because of these characteristics, service managers face a number of
challenges in marketing, including the complex problem of how to deliver quality
services consistently.
The chapter ended by describing two themes that provide the foundation for future
chapters: the expanded marketing mix for services and customer focus as a unifying
theme. The remainder of the text focuses on exploring the unique opportunities and
challenges faced by organizations that sell and deliver services and on developing
solutions that will help you become an effective service champion and manager.

Discussion
Questions

1. What distinguishes service offerings from customer service? Provide specific
examples.
2. How is technology changing the nature of customer service and service offerings?
3. What are the basic characteristics of services compared with goods? What are the
implications of these characteristics for Airbnb, GE, Southwest Airlines, or the
company you work for?
4. One of the underlying frameworks for the text is the expanded marketing mix for
services. Discuss why each of the three new mix elements (process, people, and
physical evidence) is included. How might each of these communicate with or help
to satisfy an organization’s customers?
5. Think of a service job you have had or currently have. How effective, in your
opinion, was or is the organization in managing the elements of the service
marketing mix?
6. Again, think of a service job you have had or currently have. How did or does the
organization handle relevant challenges listed in Table 1.1?
7. How can quality service be used in a manufacturing context for competitive advantage? Think of your answer to this question in the context of automobiles, computers,
or some other manufactured product you have purchased.

Exercises

1. Roughly estimate your spending for an average month. What percentage of your
spending goes for services versus goods? Do the services you purchase have value?
In what sense? If you had to cut back on your expenses, what would you cut out?
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2. Visit two local retail service providers that you believe are positioned very differently
(such as Target and Nordstrom, or Burger King and a fine restaurant). From your own
observations, compare their strategies on the elements of the service marketing mix.
3. Try a service you have never tried before on the Internet or on your smart phone.
Analyze the benefits of this service. Was enough information provided to make
the service easy to use? How would you compare this service to other methods of
obtaining the same benefits?
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Chapter Two
Conceptual
Framework of the
Book: The Gaps Model
of Service Quality
This chapter’s objectives are to
1. Introduce the framework, called the gaps model of service quality, used to organize this
textbook.
2. Demonstrate that the gaps model is a useful framework for understanding service
quality in an organization.
3. Demonstrate that the most critical service quality gap to close is the customer gap, the
difference between customer expectations and perceptions.
4. Show that four gaps that occur in companies, which we call provider gaps, are
collectively responsible for the customer gap.
5. Identify the factors responsible for each of the four provider gaps.

Service Quality at Trader Joe’s: The Specialty Store
with Spirit
If you seek a matchless customer experience in grocery shopping, look no further
than Trader Joe’s, the whimsical privately-held chain of specialty food stores. Selling
80 percent private-label goods and featuring exclusive product favorites such as
Speculoos cookie butter, dark chocolate peanut butter cups, $2.99 Charles Shaw
label wine known as “Two-Buck Chuck” and white cheddar corn puffs, Trader Joe’s
also features its own brand of service excellence unlike any other grocery store.
From the moment you walk in, you feel the distinction. Stores are relatively small
with a carefully selected set of only 4,000 SKUs versus the typical 50,000 SKUs. The
employees—all of them wearing Hawaiian shirts—are virtually all engaged in and
having fun doing their jobs. If a customer asks about a product, the employee never
points but instead walks the customer over to the location, offering to tear open
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a package to let the customer sample the product. Walls are decked with cedar
planks, signs are hand written, and the flavor of the South Seas pervades all aspects
of the stores. Sampling trendy products is happening in most aisles. Bells are ringing
rather than intercoms buzzing. And the shelves are packed with innovative, hardto-find, tasty foods under the “Trader Joe’s” name. As Beth Kowitt commented in
Fortune magazine, “. . . Trader Joe’s is no ordinary grocery chain. It’s an offbeat, fun
discovery zone that elevates food shopping from a chore to a cultural experience.”1
Not only is the experience outstanding, but the company provides it all to the
customer at low prices. Value is the philosophy on which the company bases its
positioning—great everyday prices on all of its excellent products. It does this by
buying direct from suppliers whenever possible, bargaining hard to get the best
price, purchasing in volume, contracting early to get the best prices, eliminating
products that do not satisfy customers, and keeping costs in the stores low. All of
these approaches result in savings to the customer.
Trader Joe’s listens closely to customers using informal, qualitative research. This
research is not done through focus groups or contact centers, and the company
has neither a toll-free number nor a customer care e-mail address. It finds out what
customers want by talking to them—managers (“Captains”) spend most of the day
on the floor, where there are always multiple product samplings taking place, and
anyone on the sales staff (“Crew Members”) can directly e-mail a buyer to tell them
what people are liking or not.
Besides being small, the interior of Trader Joe’s is unique. Registers do not have
conveyor belts and perishables are sold by unit instead of weight, which speeds up
checkout. Product placement decisions are made based not on sales or profits but
instead on what is best for the shopper. The Crew all wear Hawaiian shirts to evoke
the image of the South Seas. The company webpage claims that they wear Hawaiian
shirts because they are “traders on the culinary seas, searching the world over for cool
items to bring home to [their] customers.”2 The bells are a specialty of Trader Joe’s
and are a simple system to communicate in the maritime tradition. One bell signals the
need to open another register. Two bells indicates that there are additional questions
needing to be answered at the checkout. Three bells call over a manager-type person.
How does the company get such engagement from its employees? Trader Joe’s views
employees as assets to be maximized and this results both in better operational efficiency
and customer service, both of which result in better sales. Supervisory crew members
(“Merchants” and “Mates”) can start at $45,000–$75,000 per year and store managers
(“Captains”) can earn in the low six figures. The company also contributes 15.4 percent
of employees’ gross income to tax-deferred retirement accounts.3 (www.traderjoes.com,
accessed October 15, 2016). But compensation is not the whole story. A team atmosphere
pervades the Crew. All employees, including Captains, work all aspects of the store, cooperating on a myriad of jobs. Besides offering customers free samples, they hand stickers
out to your fidgeting children, and refund your money if you are unhappy with a purchase.
The company is known for not spending much money on marketing and advertising
and does not even have an official Facebook or Twitter page. Most people hear about
Trader Joe’s through word of mouth. Virtually all the promotion comes through its zealous fan base acting as brand promoters who feature favorite snacks and experiences in
their own social media. The one form of promotion is Trader Joe’s Fearless Flyer comicbook-like newsletter, a quirky bulletin with amusing stories and product information.
How does Trader Joe’s provide such service excellence and value? We will
provide a framework for examining this question in this chapter, which specifies a
conceptual framework of the book and—with it—a framework for offering service
excellence to customers.
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Effective service marketing is a complex undertaking that involves many different
strategies, skills, and tasks. Executives of service organizations have long been confused about how to approach this complicated topic in an organized manner. This textbook is designed around one approach: viewing services in a structured, integrated
way called the gaps model of service quality.4 This model positions the key concepts,
strategies, and decisions in services marketing and will be used to guide the structure
of the rest of this book; sections of the book are tied to each of the gaps described in
this chapter.

THE CUSTOMER GAP

缩小顾客期望与顾客
感知的差距是提供高质量
服务的关键，它构成了差
距模型的基础。

FIGURE 2.1
The Customer Gap

The customer gap is the difference between customer expectations and perceptions
(see Figure 2.1). Customer expectations are standards or reference points that customers bring into the service experience, whereas customer perceptions are subjective assessments of actual service experiences. Customer expectations often consist
of what a customer believes should or will happen. For example, when you visit an
expensive restaurant, you expect a high level of service, one that is considerably superior to the level you would expect in a fast-food restaurant. Closing the gap between
what customers expect and what they perceive is critical to delivering quality service;
it forms the basis for the gaps model.
Because customer satisfaction and customer focus are so critical to the competitiveness of firms, any company interested in delivering quality service must begin
with a clear understanding of its customers. For this reason, we will devote the
first part of the textbook to describing the relevant customer concepts, so that the
focus of everything can relate back to these concepts. Considerable evidence exists
that consumer evaluation processes differ for goods and services and that these differences affect the way service providers market their organizations. Unfortunately,
much of what is known and written about consumer evaluation processes pertains
specifically to goods.
The sources of customer expectations are marketer-controlled factors (such as pricing, advertising, and sales promises) as well as factors that the marketer has limited
ability to affect (innate personal needs, word-of-mouth communications, and competitive offerings). In a perfect world, expectations and perceptions would be identical:
customers would perceive that they have received what they thought they would and
should. In practice these concepts are often separated by some distance. Broadly, it is
the goal of service marketing to bridge this distance, and we will devote virtually the

Expected
service
Customer
gap

Perceived
service
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entire textbook to describing strategies and practices designed to close this customer
gap. We will describe customer expectations in detail in Chapter 3 and customer
perceptions in Chapter 4.

THE PROVIDER GAPS
To close the all-important customer gap, the gaps model suggests that four other
gaps—the provider gaps—need to be closed. These gaps occur within the organization
providing the service (hence the term provider gaps) and include
Gap 1:
Gap 2:
Gap 3:
Gap 4:

The listening gap
The service design and standards gap
The service performance gap
The communication gap

The rest of this chapter is devoted to a description of the full gaps model.

Provider Gap 1: the Listening Gap

Provider gap 1, the listening gap, is the difference between customer expectations of
service and company understanding of those expectations. The primary reason that
many firms do not meet customers’ expectations is that the firms lack an accurate
understanding of exactly what those expectations are. Many reasons exist for managers
not being aware of what customers expect: they may not interact directly with customers, they may be unwilling to ask about expectations, or they may be unprepared to
address them. When people with the authority to set priorities and the responsibility
to do so do not fully understand customers’ service expectations, they may trigger a
chain of bad decisions and suboptimal resource allocations that result in perceptions of
poor service quality. In this text, we broaden the responsibility for the first provider gap
from managers alone to any employee in the organization with the authority to change
or influence service policies and procedures. In today’s changing organizations, the
authority to make adjustments in service delivery is often delegated to empowered
teams and frontline people. In business-to-business situations, in particular, account
teams make their own decisions about how to address their clients’ unique expectations.
Figure 2.2 shows the key factors responsible for provider gap l, the listening gap. An
inadequate customer research orientation is one of the critical factors. When management or empowered employees do not acquire accurate information about customers’
expectations, this gap is large. Formal and informal methods to capture information
about customer expectations must be developed through customer research. Techniques involving a variety of traditional research approaches—among them customer
interviews, survey research, complaint systems, and customer panels—must be used to
stay close to the customer. More innovative techniques, such as structured brainstorming and monitoring online comments, are often needed.
Another key factor that is related to the listening gap is lack of upward communication.
Frontline employees often know a great deal about customers; if management is not in
contact with frontline employees and does not understand what they know, the gap widens.
Also related to the listening gap is a lack of company strategies to retain customers
and strengthen relationships with them, an approach called relationship marketing.
When organizations have strong relationships with existing customers, provider gap l
is less likely to occur. Relationship marketing is distinct from transactional marketing,
which is a more conventional emphasis on acquiring new customers rather than on
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Key Factors Leading
to Provider Gap l:
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Customer expectations

Gap
1

∙ Inadequate customer research orientation
Insufficient customer research
Research not focused on service quality
Inadequate use of market research
∙ Lack of upward communication
Lack of interaction between management and customers
Insufficient communication between contact employees and managers
Too many layers between contact personnel and top management
∙ Insufficient relationship focus
Lack of market segmentation
Focus on transactions rather than relationships
Focus on new customers rather than relationship customers
∙ Inadequate service recovery
Lack of encouragement to listen to customer complaints
Failure to make amends when things go wrong
No appropriate recovery mechanisms in place for service failures
Company perceptions of
customer expectations

retaining them. Relationship marketing has always been a practice of wise business-tobusiness firms (such as IBM and General Electric) that recognize that clients have the
potential to spend more with them if they provide excellent service. Other business-tobusiness firms, and many companies that sell to end customers, often take a short-term
view and see each sale as a transaction. When companies focus too much on attracting new customers, they may fail to understand the changing needs and expectations
of their current customers. Technology affords companies the ability to acquire and
integrate vast quantities of customer data, which can be used to build relationships.
Frequent flyer travel programs conducted by airlines, car rental companies, credit card
companies, and hotels are among the most familiar programs of this type.
The final key factor associated with provider gap 1 is lack of service recovery. Even
the strongest companies, with the best of intentions and clear understanding of their
customers’ expectations, sometimes fail. It is critical for an organization to understand
the importance of service recovery—why people complain, what they expect when
they complain, and how to develop effective service recovery strategies for dealing
with inevitable service failures. Such strategies might involve a well-defined complaint-handling procedure and an emphasis on empowering employees to react on the
spot, in real time, to fix the failure; other times it involves a service guarantee or ways
to compensate the customer for the unfulfilled promise.
To address the factors in the listening gap, this text will cover topics that include
how to understand customers through multiple research strategies (Chapter 5), how to
build strong relationships and understand customer needs over time (Chapter 6), and
how to implement recovery strategies when things go wrong (Chapter 7). Through
these strategies, this first gap can be minimized.

Provider Gap 2: the Service Design and Standards Gap

Accurate perceptions of customers’ expectations are necessary, but not sufficient, for
delivering superior service. Another prerequisite is the presence of service designs
and performance standards that reflect those accurate perceptions. A recurring theme
in service companies is the difficulty experienced in translating customer expectations

Global Feature

An International Retailer Puts Customers in the Wish Mode

Finding out what customers expect is the first step in
closing all the gaps in an organization to provide service
excellence. In Chapter 5 we will talk about many ways
that companies determine customer perceptions, including customer surveys and complaints, but understanding
what customers expect can often be more challenging.
Putting customers in the “wish mode” is an innovative
approach to closing gap 1 that proved successful for IKEA,
the world’s largest furniture retailer, when it opened its
Chicago retail outlet. In this approach, nine groups of
a dozen customers each were asked to dream up their
ideal IKEA shopping experience. They were told to pretend that all IKEA stores had been destroyed and that
new ones had to be designed from scratch. How would
the store look? What would the shopping experience be
like? Jason Magidson, who helped IKEA create the process, reported that customers responded with statements
like the following:
“I never feel disoriented because I always know exactly
where I am in relation to every department.”
“If I am buying one item, all of the other items that go
with it are nearby.”
“Shopping is a pleasant, relaxing experience.”
Even though they were not technical experts, customers
were asked to actually draw up a design for a store that
would satisfy their needs.
What is significant about IKEA’s approach is not just that
the company asked customers what they expected but that
it subsequently incorporated these expectations into the
service design for the store. Designers created a multistory
octagonal building with an atrium in the center that formed
a home base for shoppers, addressing their concern about
being able to find items easily. In keeping with another
customer expectation, items were grouped together with
related products. When shoppers were tired or hungry,
they could go to the cafeteria-style restaurant on the upper
floor that served Swedish food. IKEA’s customers were so
satisfied with the store (85 percent rated it as “excellent”
or “very good”) that they returned more and spent about
an hour longer than they did in other IKEA stores. These
actions close gap 2 because service design was based on
customer expectations.
IKEA has done an excellent job of closing all four provider gaps. The company’s supplier network is carefully
chosen and managed to ensure quality and consistency.
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to Begin Closing the Gaps

Despite the fact that the company has stores in more than
30 countries, it keeps standards, designs, and approaches
very consistent everywhere, thereby reducing the service design and standards gap. The company also makes
important changes to standards when necessary. In 2006,
the company took a major step to address a customer
need to reduce long wait times. When company managers
realized that wait times were so long that customers were
leaving the stores without paying for their items because
of congestion at checkout, they implemented a “line busting” initiative using handheld technology. In peak times,
extra retail associates now roam the checkout area and
invite credit card customers to step out of line and pay
with a handheld unit and get a receipt from a mobile
printer.
Servicescapes—the indoor and outdoor physical
environments—are unique and customer focused, further closing gap 2. IKEA is also well known for its strong
employee culture and careful hiring and training—
factors that help reduce gap 3. In Chapter 12, we will tell
you about another way the company closes gap 3: its
innovative service concept that involves customers in the
delivery, assembly, and creation of its products. To accomplish this service, the company educates its customers
thoroughly with its scriptlike catalogs, thereby helping to
close gap 4.
Sources: J. Magidson and G. Brandyberry, “Putting Customers in
the ‘Wish Mode,’” Harvard Business Review 79 (September 2001),
pp. 26–28. “Who You Gonna Call?” Chain Store Age (January
2006), p. 8.
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into service quality specifications that employees can understand and execute. These
problems are reflected in provider gap 2, the difference between company understanding of customer expectations and the development of customer-driven service designs
and standards. Customer-driven standards are different from the conventional performance standards that companies establish for service in that they are based on pivotal
customer requirements that are visible to and measured by customers. They are operations standards set to correspond to customer expectations and priorities rather than to
company concerns such as productivity or efficiency.
As shown in Figure 2.3, provider gap 2—which we call the service design and
standards gap—exists in service organizations for a variety of reasons. Those people
responsible for setting standards, typically management, sometimes believe that customer expectations are unreasonable or unrealistic. They may also believe that the
degree of variability inherent in service defies standardization and therefore that setting standards will not achieve the desired goal. Although some of these assumptions
are valid in some situations, they are often only rationalizations of management’s
reluctance to tackle head-on the difficult challenges of creating service standards to
deliver excellent service. Technology changes and improvements are particularly helpful in closing this gap, as the Technology Spotlight in this chapter describes.
Because services are intangible, they are difficult to describe and communicate.
This difficulty becomes especially evident when new services are being developed. It is
critical that all people involved (managers, frontline employees, and behind-the-scenes
support staff) work with the same concepts of the new service, based on customer
needs and expectations. For a service that already exists, any attempt to improve it will
also suffer unless everyone has the same vision of the service and associated issues.
One of the most important ways to avoid provider gap 2 is to clearly design services
without oversimplification, incompleteness, subjectivity, and bias. To do so, tools are
needed to ensure that new and existing services are developed and improved in as careful a manner as possible. Chapter 8 describes the tools that are most effective in service
development and design, including service blueprinting, a unique tool for services.
The quality of service delivered by customer contact personnel is critically influenced
by the standards against which they are evaluated and compensated. Standards signal
to contact personnel what management priorities are and which types of performance
FIGURE 2.3
Key Factors Leading
to Provider Gap 2:
the Service Design
and Standards Gap

Customer-driven service
designs and standards
Gap
2

∙ Poor service design
Unsystematic new service development process
Vague, undefined service designs
Failure to connect service design to service positioning
∙ Absence of customer-driven standards
Lack of customer-driven service standards
Absence of process management to focus on customer requirements
Absence of formal process for setting service quality goals
∙ Inappropriate physical evidence and servicescape
Failure to develop tangibles in line with customer expectations
Servicescape design that does not meet customer and employee needs
Inadequate maintenance and updating of the servicescape
Management perceptions
of customer expectations
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really count. When service standards are absent or when the standards in place do not
reflect customers’ expectations, quality of service as perceived by customers is likely to
suffer. When standards do reflect what customers expect, perceptions of the quality of
service they receive are likely to be enhanced. Chapter 9 discusses the topic of customerdefined service standards and shows that if they are developed appropriately they can
have a powerful positive impact on closing both provider gap 2 and the customer gap.
In Chapter 10 we focus on the roles of physical evidence in service design and
in meeting customer expectations. By physical evidence, we mean everything from
business cards to reports, signage, Internet presence, equipment, and facilities used to
deliver the service. The servicescape, the physical setting where the service is delivered, is a particular focus of Chapter 10. Think of a restaurant, a hotel, a theme park, a
health club, a hospital, or a school. The servicescape—the physical facility—is critical
in these industries in terms of communicating about the service and making the entire
experience pleasurable. In these cases the servicescape plays a variety of roles, from
serving as a visual metaphor of what the company stands for to actually facilitating the
activities of both consumers and employees. In Chapter 10 we explore the importance
of physical evidence, the variety of roles it plays, and strategies for effectively designing physical evidence and the servicescape to meet customer expectations.

Provider Gap 3: the Service Performance Gap

供应商差距 3 中另一
个重要的变量是顾客。即
使顾客接触人员和中介人
员在其服务提供过程中做
到服务标准百分之百的异
质性，但顾客这一不可控
制的变量也会在服务提供
过程中产生异质性。

Once service designs and standards are in place, it would seem that the firm is well
on its way to delivering high-quality service. This assumption is true but is still not
enough to deliver excellent service. The firm must have systems, processes, and people in place to ensure that service delivery actually matches (or is even better than) the
designs and standards in place.
Provider gap 3—the service performance gap—is the discrepancy between the
development of customer-driven service standards and actual service performance by
company employees. Even when guidelines exist for performing services well and treating customers correctly, high-quality service performance is not a certainty. Standards
must be backed by appropriate resources (people, systems, and technology) and must
be enforced to be effective—that is, employees must be measured and compensated on
the basis of performance along those standards. Thus, even when standards accurately
reflect customers’ expectations, if the company fails to provide support for those standards—if it does not facilitate, encourage, and require their achievement—standards do
no good. When the level of service delivery falls short of the standards, it falls short of
what customers expect as well. Narrowing the performance gap—by ensuring that all
the resources needed to achieve the standards are in place—reduces the customer gap.
Research has identified many of the critical inhibitors to closing the service
performance gap (see Figure 2.4). These factors include employees who do not clearly
understand the roles they are to play in the company, employees who experience conflict
between customers and company management, poor employee selection, inadequate
technology, inappropriate compensation and recognition, and lack of empowerment
and teamwork. These factors all relate to the company’s human resource function and
involve internal practices such as recruitment, training, feedback, job design, motivation, and organizational structure. To deliver better service performance, these issues
must be addressed across functions (such as marketing and human resources).
Another important variable in provider gap 3 is the customer. Even if contact
employees and intermediaries are 100 percent consistent in their service delivery, the
uncontrollable behaviors of the customer can introduce variability in service delivery.
If customers do not perform their roles appropriately—if, for example, they fail to
provide all the information necessary to the provider or neglect to read and follow
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Key Factors
Leading to Provider
Gap 3: the Service
Performance Gap
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Customer-driven service
designs and standards

Gap
3

∙ Deficiencies in human resource policies
Ineffective recruitment
Role ambiguity and role conflict
Poor employee–technology job fit
Inappropriate evaluation and compensation systems
Lack of empowerment, perceived control, and teamwork
∙ Customers not fulfilling roles
Customers lack knowledge of their roles and responsibilities
Customers negatively impact each other
∙ Problems with service intermediaries
Channel conflict over objectives and performance
Channel conflict over costs and rewards
Difficulty controlling quality and consistency
Tension between empowerment and control
∙ Failure to match supply and demand
Failure to smooth peaks and valleys of demand
Inappropriate customer mix
Overreliance on price to smooth demand

Service delivery

instructions—service quality is jeopardized. Customers can also negatively influence
the quality of service received by others if they are disruptive or take more than their
share of a service provider’s time. Understanding customer roles and how customers
themselves can influence service delivery and outcomes is critical.
A third difficulty associated with provider gap 3 involves the challenge in delivering service through such intermediaries as retailers, franchisees, agents, and brokers.
Because quality in service occurs in the human interaction between customers and
service providers, company control over the service encounter is crucial, yet it rarely is
fully possible. Most service (and many manufacturing) companies face an even more
formidable task: attaining service excellence and consistency in the presence of intermediaries who represent them and interact with their customers yet are not under their
direct control. Franchisers of services depend on their franchisees to execute service
delivery as they have specified it. And it is that execution by the franchisee which the
customer uses to evaluate the service quality of the company. With franchises and
other types of intermediaries, someone other than the producer is responsible for the
fulfillment of quality service. For this reason, a firm must develop ways to either control these intermediaries or motivate them to meet company goals.
Another issue in the service performance gap is the need in service firms to synchronize demand and capacity. Because services are perishable and cannot be inventoried, service companies frequently face situations of over- or underdemand. Lacking
inventories to handle overdemand, companies lose sales when capacity is inadequate
to handle customer needs. On the other hand, capacity is frequently underutilized in
slow periods. Most service companies rely on operations strategies such as crosstraining employees or varying the size of the employee pool to synchronize supply and
demand. Marketing strategies for managing demand—such as price changes, advertising, promotion, and alternative service offerings—can supplement approaches for
managing supply.
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Technology Spotlight

Technology’s Critical Impact on the Gaps Model
of Service Quality

An early hallmark of services was the fact that they
could not be provided remotely, that service was a local
function provided in the intimate setting of a provider–
customer relationship. Technology has relaxed this fundamental interpersonal, real-time requirement, resulting
in increasing accessibility and globalization of services
that can now be delivered and consumed anytime, anywhere. Many of these changes were not anticipated or
reflected in the initial development of the gaps model.
Technology, in particular information technology, has
dramatically influenced the nature of services themselves, how they are delivered, and the practice of
service innovation and service management. Technology has had an impact on each of the gaps in the gaps
model, as we will demonstrate.

TECHNOLOGY’S INFLUENCE
ON THE CUSTOMER GAP
Technology advances have significantly influenced the
customer gap. First, the nature of services themselves
have changed. Now, many services are delivered
by technology rather than in person by employees.
Consider the personal photography industry. Not long
ago, personal photos were taken by individuals, the film
was processed by a service provider, and additional
prints could be ordered and shared among friends and
family. Putting together albums of photos and sharing photos with others was a labor-intensive process,
often involving significant time, expense, and the linking
together of many different service providers. Now, individuals use digital cameras to take as many photos as
they wish, and they can print, manage, and share their
photos online. This is just one small example of the proliferation of self-service technologies that have changed
consumers’ lives.
Technology has also dramatically changed how customers learn about services. Customers’ ability to search
the web and view photos of service locations, compare
prices, and even experience services through virtual
tours has dramatically changed the amount and type
of information customers have prior to purchasing services. The availability of this information has influenced
their expectations and ability to compare and judge
services. In earlier days, customers found it difficult to
gather this type of information and lacked the ability to
compare services as easily as they could tangible goods
that were displayed side-by-side in a retail store. To
some extent the Internet now provides this same type of
comparability for services.

TECHNOLOGY’S INFLUENCE
ON PROVIDER GAP 1
The primary way technology has influenced provider
gap 1 is in allowing firms to know their customers in ways
not imagined in the past. One of the most powerful facilitators of these influences is marketing research conducted through social media such as Twitter, Facebook,
and Google. On Twitter, when companies take time to
respond to customers’ specific tweets, particularly when
they mention a problem or issue, customers feel special and that you have listened to them. One of the most
important approaches is for companies to provide honest information, whether it is advice customers seek and
especially if it is for a specific problem.
If you are on Facebook, you know the incredible
ability of the platform to target services directly and
individually to you. One of the authors of this book is
a member of Plated, a company that configures and
sends pre-packaged raw meals for customers to cook.
In her feed, she gets ads for all of Plated’s competitors
(for example, Blue Apron and Hello Fresh). She is also a
Nordstrom shopper, and gets regular ads for the retailer,
even though she never made a Plated or Nordstrom
purchase from Facebook. Facebook and Google have
followed Amazon in creating mathematical models that
track customer desires and input effectively.
Even more cutting-edge are freezer cases and shelves
in retailing that have the ability to gather critical information about who you are and how you react to their products. At the National Retail Federation’s Big Show, vendors
demonstrated a freezer case with two amazing technology features. First, the glass is a touchscreen, catching a
consumer’s attention with animations and other promotions, that allows customers to learn more about what is
inside without opening the door. Second, there is a camera at the top that analyzes shoppers’ faces to record their
facial expressions when looking at the products.

TECHNOLOGY’S IMPACT ON PROVIDER GAP 2
The focus of the Design and Standards Gap was on
designing interpersonal services and real-time operational processes to meet customer expectations. The
variability inherent in interpersonal services made designing and standardizing them quite difficult. There is now
increasing focus on technology-enabled services and
processes to close provider gap 2. Increasingly, customer
expectations can be met through technology-enabled,
highly standardized services provided on the Web. For
example, take book sales and services provided online
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by Amazon ( just one of its many product lines). Through
its highly sophisticated technology infrastructure, the
company is able to provide standardized ordering, payment, tracking, and recommendation services at the individual consumer level. Attempting to provide this level
of service in a traditional book sales context to masses
of people would be very idiosyncratic, inconsistent, and
costly if it were done at the level Amazon performs online.
Technology has been the basic force behind service
innovations now taken for granted such as Uber, Airbnb,
and various smart services—for example the “connected
car,” smart meters for monitoring energy consumption,
and remote health monitoring services. And established
companies have developed brand new services based
on information technology. Advances in information
technology are also making it possible for whole suites
of services in what is now termed the “Internet of things.”
Technology has also facilitated the development of
brand new services to meet needs and expectations that
weren’t even conceived of in prior decades. In health
care, the ability to monitor patient conditions remotely
and to train physicians in simulated surgical techniques
via video technology are just two additional examples of
technologybased services that meet customer expectations in very new and innovative ways.

TECHNOLOGY’S IMPACT ON PROVIDER GAP 3
Technology advances have allowed customer-contact
employees to become more efficient and effective in serving
customers. For example, today’s technology allows Symantec customer service representatives to have several online
“chats” with many customers simultaneously. Such capability
allows employees to resolve problems much faster, increasing employee efficiency and generally creating a more satisfying customer experience. Thus, many firms today often
explore ways that technology can be used to empower
employees and close the service performance gap.
Technology has also empowered customers.
Through technology customers can be more involved in
co-creating and even adding value to their service experience. Self-service technologies—services produced
entirely by the customer without any direct involvement
or interaction with the firm’s employees—have also
changed the way companies think about closing provider
gap 3. These technologies have proliferated as companies see the potential cost savings and efficiencies that
can be achieved: potential sales growth, increased customer satisfaction, and competitive advantage. Medical websites allow patients access to information about
particular diseases, drugs and drug interactions, and

specific doctors and hospitals; in this case technology
enables patients to make more informed health-care
decisions. As these examples illustrate, such technological advances have facilitated customer participation in
service delivery—changing the way that provider gap 3 is
conceptualized and the thinking of how it can be closed.

TECHNOLOGY’S IMPACT ON PROVIDER GAP 4
Traditional communication channels have been affected
by technology infusion. There are a number of new channels that service firms can use for communicating with
their customers, including blogs, targeted e-mails, customer communities, and employee chat. The number
of channels and modes of communication that must be
integrated effectively has exploded, exacerbating the
challenge of providing consistent messages across all of
them. These new channels are not simply options that service firms can consider—more and more they are becoming expected by customers as means of communication.
Online brand communities and easy/quick mass
communication via the Internet are new channels that,
whether provider or customer-controlled, can influence
customer expectations for service firms. While it is well
known that word-of-mouth (WOM) communication has
always been especially important for services (whether
business-to business [B2B] or business-to-consumer
[B2C]), these new avenues of peer-to-peer and customerto-customer communication make WOM an even more
important influence in setting expectations for services
today. Technology also results in the potential for reaching
out to customers around the globe in ways not possible
when, in the not-so-distant past, services were limited to
local provision. The Internet itself knows no boundaries,
and therefore information, customer service, and transactions can move across countries and across continents,
reaching any customer who has access to the Web.
This Technology Spotlight illustrates the profound
impact of technology in recent decades on strategies associated with closing each of the provider gaps.
We covered some of the examples of how technology
advances and how these innovations have influenced
these strategies.
Source: L. Northrup, January 19, 2016 at https://consumerist.

com/2016/01/19/this-freezer-case-knows-when-youre-frowningatthe-bagel-bites/; J. Boitnott, pulled June 17 at http://www.inc.
com/john-boitnott/howto-learn-more-about-your-customersthrough-twitter.html; M. J. Bitner, V. A. Zeithaml, and D. D.
Gremler, “Technology’s Critical Impact on the Gaps Model of
Service Quality,” in The Handbook of Service Science, ed.
P. Maglio, J. Spohrer, and C. Kieliszewski (Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg, Germany, 2009).
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We will discuss strategies to deal with the roles of employees in Chapter 11,
customers in Chapter 12, and demand and capacity in Chapter 13.

Provider Gap 4: the Communication Gap

Provider gap 4, the communication gap, illustrates the difference between service
delivery and the service provider’s external communications. Promises made by a service company through its media advertising, sales force, and other communications
may raise customer expectations, the standards against which customers assess service
quality. The discrepancy between actual and promised services, therefore, can widen
the customer gap. Broken promises can occur for many reasons: overpromising in
advertising or personal selling, inadequate coordination between operations and marketing, and differences in policies and procedures across service outlets. Figure 2.5
shows the key factors that lead to the communication gap.
In addition to unduly elevating expectations through exaggerated claims, there are
other, less obvious ways in which external communications influence customers’ service
quality assessments. Service companies frequently fail to capitalize on opportunities to
educate customers to use services appropriately. They also neglect to manage customer
expectations of what will be delivered in service transactions and relationships.
One of the major difficulties associated with provider gap 4 is that communications to consumers involve issues that cross organizational boundaries. Because service advertising promises what people do, and because what people do cannot be
controlled the way machines that produce physical goods can be controlled, this type
of communication involves functions other than the marketing department. This type
of marketing is what we call interactive marketing—the marketing between contact
people and customers—and it must be coordinated with the conventional types of
external marketing used in product and service firms. When employees who promote
the service do not fully understand the reality of service delivery, they are likely to

FIGURE 2.5
Key Factors Leading
to Provider Gap 4:
the Communication
Gap

Service delivery
Gap
4
∙ Lack of integrated services marketing communications
Tendency to view each external communication as independent
Not including interactive marketing in communications plan
Absence of strong internal marketing program
∙ Ineffective management of customer expectations
Not managing customer expectation through all forms of communication
Not adequately educating customers
∙ Overpromising
Overpromising in advertising
Overpromising in personal selling
Overpromising through physical evidence cues
∙ Inadequate horizontal communications
Insufficient communication between sales and operations
Insufficient communication between advertising and operations
Differences in policies and procedures across branches or units
∙ Inappropriate pricing
High prices that raise customer expectations
Prices that are not tied to customer perceptions of value

External communications
to customers
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make exaggerated promises or fail to communicate to customers aspects of the service
intended to serve them well. The result is poor service quality perceptions. Effectively
coordinating actual service delivery with external communications, therefore, narrows
the communications gap and favorably affects the customer gap.
Another issue in provider gap 4 is associated with the pricing of services. In packaged goods (and even in durable goods), customers possess enough price knowledge
before purchase to be able to judge whether a price is fair or in line with competition.
With services, customers often have no internal reference points for prices before purchase and consumption. Pricing strategies such as discounting, “everyday prices,” and
couponing obviously need to be different in service situations in which the customer
has no initial sense of prices. Techniques for developing prices for services are more
complicated than those for pricing tangible goods.
In summary, external communications—whether from marketing communications
or pricing—can create a larger customer gap by raising expectations about service
delivery. In addition to improving service delivery, companies must also manage all
communications to customers, so that inflated promises do not lead to higher expectations. Chapter 14 will discuss integrated services marketing communications, and
Chapter 15 will cover pricing to accomplish these objectives.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER: CLOSING THE GAPS
The full conceptual model, shown in Figure 2.6, conveys a clear message to managers
wishing to improve their quality of service: the key to closing the customer gap is to
close provider gaps l through 4 and keep them closed. To the extent that one or more
of provider gaps l through 4 exist, customers perceive service quality shortfalls. The
gaps model of service quality serves as a framework for service organizations attempting to improve quality service and services marketing. The Strategy Insight provides a
service quality gaps audit based on the model.
The model begins where the process of improving service quality begins: with an
understanding of the nature and extent of the customer gap. Given the service organization’s need to focus on the customer and to use knowledge about the customer to
drive business strategy, this foundation of emphasis is warranted.
FIGURE 2.6

Gaps Model of
Service Quality

CUSTOMER

Expected
service
Customer
gap

Perceived
service

Service delivery
COMPANY
Listening gap

Performance
Communication
gap
gap
Customer-driven service
designs and standards

External
communications to
customers

Service design and standards gap
Company perceptions of
consumer expectations
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Strategy Insight

Using the Gaps Model to Assess an Organization’s
Service Strategy

The gaps model featured in this chapter and used as a
framework for this textbook is a useful way to audit the
service performance and capabilities of an organization.
The model has been used by many companies as an
assessment or service audit tool because it is comprehensive and offers a way for companies to examine all
the factors that influence service quality. To use the tool,
a company documents what it knows about each gap

and the factors that affect the size of the gap. Although
you will learn much more about each of these gaps
throughout the book, we provide here a basic gaps audit.
In Exercise 1 at the end of the chapter, we propose that
you use this audit with a company to determine its service quality gaps. As practice, you could evaluate Trader
Joe’s, the company featured in the opening vignette, to
see how its approaches work to close each of the gaps.

Service Quality Gaps Model Audit
For each of the following factors in the gaps, indicate the effectiveness of the organization on that factor. Use a 1 to
10 scale where 1 is “poor” and 10 is “excellent.”

Customer Gap
1. How well does the company understand customer expectations of service quality?
2. How well does the company understand customer perceptions of service?
Provider Gap 1, the Listening Gap
1.

Market Research Orientation
Are the amount and type of market research adequate to understand customer
expectations of service?
● Does the company use this information in decisions about service provision?
2. Upward Communication
● Do managers and customers interact enough for management to know what
customers expect?
● Do contact people tell management what customers expect?
3. Relationship Focus
● To what extent does the company understand the expectations of different
customer segments?
● To what extent does the company focus on relationships with customers
rather than transactions?
4. Service Recovery
● How effective are the service recovery efforts of the organization?
● How well does the organization plan for service failures?
Score for Provider Gap 1
●

Provider Gap 2, the Service Design and Standards Gap
5. Systematic Service Design
● How effective is the company’s service development process?
● How well are new services defined for customers and employees?
6. Presence of Customer-Defined Standards
● How effective are the company’s service standards?
● Are they defined to correspond to customer expectations?
● How effective is the process for setting and tracking service quality goals?

1 = Poor
10 = Excellent
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1 = Poor
10 = Excellent
7. Appropriate Physical Evidence and Servicescape
Are the company’s physical facilities, equipment, and other tangibles appropriate to
the service offering?
● Are the company’s physical facilities, equipment, and other tangibles attractive and
effective?
Score for Provider Gap 2
●

Provider Gap 3, the Service Performance Gap
8. Effective Human Resource Policies
●

●

How effectively does the company recruit, hire, train, compensate, and empower
employees?
Is service quality delivery consistent across employees, teams, units, and branches?

9. Effective Role Fulfillment by Customers
●
●

Do customers understand their roles and responsibilities?
Does the company manage customers to fulfill their roles, especially frequent
customers that are incompatible?

10. Effective Alignment with Service Intermediaries
●
●
●

How well are service intermediaries aligned with the company?
Is there conflict over objectives and performance, costs and rewards?
Is service quality delivery consistent across the outlets?

11. Alignment of Demand and Capacity
●

How well is the company able to match supply with demand fluctuations?

Score for Provider Gap 3
Provider Gap 4, the Communication Gap
12. Integrated Service Marketing Communications
● How well do all company communications—including the interactions between company
employees and customers—express the same message and level of service quality?
● How well does the company communicate to customers about what will be provided
to them?
● Does the company avoid overpromising and overselling?
● How well do different parts of the organization communicate with each other, so that
service quality equals what is promised?
13. Pricing
● Is the company careful not to price so high that customer expectations are raised?
● Does the company price in line with customer perceptions of value?
Score for Provider Gap 4
The score for each gap should be compared to the
maximum score possible. Are particular gaps weaker
than others? Which areas in each gap need attention?

As you go through the rest of the book, we will provide
more detail about how to improve the factors in each of
the gaps.
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Summary

This chapter presented the integrated gaps model of service quality (shown in
Figure 2.6), a framework for understanding and improving service delivery. The entire
text will be organized around this model of service quality, which focuses on five
pivotal gaps in delivering and marketing service:
The customer gap: Difference between customer expectations and perceptions
Provider gap 1:the listening gap
Provider gap 2: the service design and standards gap
Provider gap 3: the service performance gap
Provider gap 4: the communication gap
The gaps model positions the key concepts, strategies, and decisions in service
marketing in a manner that begins with the customer and builds the organization’s
tasks around what is needed to close the gap between customer expectations and perceptions. The final chapter in the book, Chapter 16, discusses the financial implications of service quality, reviewing the research and company data that indicates
linkages between service quality and financial performance.

Discussion
Questions

1. Think about a service you receive. Is there a gap between your expectations and
perceptions of that service? What do you expect that you do not receive?
2. Consider the “wish mode” discussion about IKEA. Think about a service that you
receive regularly and put yourself in the wish mode. How would you change the
service and the way it is provided?
3. If you were the manager of a service organization and wanted to apply the gaps
model to improve service, which gap would you start with? Why? In what order
would you proceed to close the gaps?
4. Can provider gap 4, the communication gap, be closed prior to closing any of the
other three provider gaps? How?
5. Which of the four provider gaps do you believe is hardest to close? Why?

Exercises

1. Choose an organization to interview, and use the integrated gaps model of service
quality as a framework. Ask the manager whether the organization suffers from
any of the factors listed in the figures in this chapter. Which factor in each of
Figures 2.2 through 2.5 does the manager consider the most troublesome? What
does the company do to try to address the problems?
2. Use the Internet to locate the website of Disney, Marriott, Ritz-Carlton, or any
other well-known, high-quality service organization. Which provider gaps has the
company closed? How can you tell?
3. Interview a nonprofit or public sector organization in your area (it could be some
part of your school if it is a state school). Find out if the integrated gaps model of
service quality framework makes sense in the context of its organization.

Notes

1.
2.
3.
4.

B. Kowitt, Fortune Magazine, September 6, 2010, p. 87.
Trader Joe’s webpage www.traderjoes.com, pulled March 29, 2016.
Emily Co, www.popsugar.com, February 1, 2016, accessed March 29, 2016.
The gaps model of service quality that provides the structure for this text was developed by and is fully presented in V. A. Zeithaml, A. Parasuraman, and L. L. Berry,
Delivering Quality Service: Balancing Customer Perceptions and Expectations
(New York: The Free Press, 1990).
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Chapter 4 Customer Perceptions of Service
THE CUSTOMER GAP

The figure shows a pair of boxes from the gaps model of service quality that
correspond to two concepts—customer expectations and customer perceptions—
that play a major role in services marketing. Customer expectations are the
standards of performance or reference points for performance against which
service experiences are compared, and they are often formulated in terms of what
a customer believes should or will happen. Customer perceptions are subjective
assessments of actual service experiences.

The Customer Gap
Expected
Service
Customer
Gap

Perceived
Service

We devote the second part of the textbook to describing this gap and other relevant customer concepts because excellent service marketing requires a focus on
the customer. We detail what is known about customer expectations in Chapter 3,
and customer perceptions in Chapter 4. Knowing what customers want and how
they assess what they receive is the foundation for designing effective services.

Chapter Three
Customer
Expectations of
Service
This chapter’s objectives are to
1. Recognize that customers hold different types of expectations for service performance.
2. Discuss several sources of customer expectations of service.
3. Acknowledge that the types and sources of expectations are similar for end
consumers and business customers, for pure service and product-related service, for
experienced customers and inexperienced customers.
4. Delineate some important issues surrounding customer expectations.

© YOSHIKAZU TSUNO/AFP/Getty Images

Undoubtedly, the greatest gap between customer expectations and service delivery
exists when customers travel from one country to another. For example, in Japan the
customer is supreme. At the morning opening
of large department stores in Tokyo, sales personnel line up to welcome patrons and bow as
they enter! When one of us—who could speak
no Japanese—visited Tokyo a few years ago, as
many as eight salespeople willingly tried to help
find a calligraphy pen. Although the pen was a
very low-priced item, several attendants rushed
from counter to counter to find someone to translate, several others spread out to find pens that
might serve as the perfect gift, and still others
searched for maps to other stores where the perfect pen could be found.
Because of the wonderful treatment
Japanese customers are used to in their home
country, they often have service expectations that exceed service delivery even when
shopping in “civilized” countries such as Great
Britain. One Japanese tourist was puzzled and
Tokyo sales personnel provide
annoyed as he stood in a London department
excellent customer service.
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store while two shop assistants conversed instead of serving him. He left without
buying anything.1 His annoyance is understandable when you realize the standard of
service treatment in Japan.
Expectations of hotel service may also differ from one country to another. In the
United States, a “two-star” designation for a hotel is generally interpreted to mean
customers can expect guest rooms to be clean; beds to be comfortable; rooms to be
sparsely decorated and equipped with some modern conveniences such as a microwave oven, refrigerator, color television, sofa bed, telephone, and coffee maker; and
the hotel to provide daily maid service. For such hotels the customer is not expecting
(and does not want to pay for) luxury, extra service, beautiful, spacious lobbies, or
room service availability but still wants to have a fairly decent, clean, and safe place
to stay. The hotel might also include a work desk, voicemail, and high-speed Internet
access in the room. However, experienced travelers to Great Britain would be very
surprised to find this level of service at a two-star hotel in London.
In fact, another one of us had firsthand experience with differing customer expectations with hotel service in London. In particular, a four-night hotel stay was booked
for a family of four (including two children) at what was promised by a travel agent to
be a two-star hotel. However, this London hotel did not meet expectations of a twostar hotel. Instead, the hotel had rooms for a maximum of two people, slanting floors
(and, therefore, beds), 24-inch-wide showers stalls, room entry doors that did not fully
latch, hallways with no lights, and a huge hole in the wall behind one toilet with insects
coming and going as they pleased. In addition, the daily “maid service” consisted of
simply emptying the trash cans in the rooms and leaving the door to one of the rooms
unlatched. No new towels or sheets were provided, and no cleaning of any kind was
done in the room. Clearly the level of service did not match expectations, although
seasoned European travelers were not surprised when we described our service
experience. Obviously, not all two-star London hotels have such “features.” However,
we were surprised to find that many of our European friends did not find our service
experience to be extremely unusual for a two-star hotel in a large, expensive city like
London. Their expectations of service are quite different from ours.

为实现成功的服务市
场营销，需要研究和理解
顾客期望的几个方面：顾
客对于服务持有哪些类型
的期望？哪些因素对这些
期望的形成影响最大？这
些因素在改变期望中起什
么作用？服务型公司怎样
达到或超越顾客的期望？

Customer expectations are beliefs about service delivery that serve as standards or
reference points against which performance is judged. Because customers compare
their perceptions of performance with these reference points when evaluating service
quality, thorough knowledge about customer expectations is critical to service marketers. Knowing what the customer expects is the first and possibly most critical step in
delivering quality service. Being wrong about what customers want can mean losing
a customer’s business when another company hits the target exactly. Being wrong can
also mean expending money, time, and other resources on things that do not count to the
customer. Being wrong can even mean not surviving in a fiercely competitive market.
Among the aspects of expectations that need to be explored and understood for successful service marketing are the following: What types of expectations do customers
hold about service? What factors most influence the formation of these expectations?
What role do these factors play in changing expectations? How can a service company
meet or exceed customer expectations?
In this chapter we provide a framework for thinking about customer expectations.2
The chapter is divided into three main sections: (1) the meaning and types of expected
service, (2) factors that influence customer expectations of service, and (3) issues
involving customers’ service expectations.
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SERVICE EXPECTATIONS
To say that expectations are reference points against which service delivery is compared is only a beginning. The level of expectation can vary widely depending on the
reference point the customer holds. Although most everyone has an intuitive sense of
what expectations are, service marketers need a far more thorough and clear definition
of expectations to comprehend, measure, and manage them.
Imagine that you are planning to go to a restaurant. Figure 3.1 displays a continuum of possible service expectations. On the left of the continuum are different
types or levels of expectations, ranging from high (top) to low (bottom). At each
point we give a name to the type of expectation and illustrate on the right side of
the figure what it might mean in terms of a restaurant you are considering. Note
how important the expectation you hold will be to your eventual assessment of
the restaurant’s performance. Suppose you went into a restaurant for which you
hold the minimum tolerable expectation, paid very little money, and were served
immediately with good food. Alternatively, suppose that you went to a restaurant
for which you had the highest (ideal) expectations, paid a lot of money, and were
served good (but not fantastic) food. Which restaurant experience would you judge
to be best? The answer is likely to depend on the reference point that you brought
to the experience.
Because the idea of customer expectations is so critical to evaluation of service, we
start this chapter by talking about the types of expectations.
FIGURE 3.1
Possible Levels of
Customer
Expectations
The ideas presented in this
figure are based upon R. K.
Teas, “Expectations,
Performance Evaluation,
and Consumers’ Perceptions of Quality,” Journal of
Marketing (October 1993),
pp. 18–34.

High
Ideal
Expectations
or Desires

“Everyone says this restaurant
is as good as one in France
and I want to go somewhere very
special for my anniversary.”

Normative
“Should”
Expectations

“As expensive as this
restaurant is, it ought to have
excellent food and service.”

ExperienceBased
Norms

“Most times this restaurant
is very good, but when it gets
busy the service is slow.”

Acceptable
Expectations

“I expect this restaurant
to serve me in an
adequate manner.”

Minimum
Tolerable
Expectations

“I expect terrible service
from this restaurant but come
because the price is low.”
Low
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As we show in Figure 3.1, customers hold different types of expectations about service. For purposes of our discussion in the rest of this chapter, we focus on two
types. The highest expectations can be termed desired service: the level of service the
customer hopes to receive—the “wished for” level of performance. Desired service
is a blend of what the customer believes “can be” and “should be.”3 For example,
consumers who sign up for an online dating service expect to find compatible, attractive, interesting people to date and perhaps even someone to marry. This expectation
reflects the hopes and wishes of these consumers. In a similar way, you are likely to
engage the services of your college’s placement office when you are ready to graduate. What are your expectations of the service? In all likelihood you want the office to
help find you a job—the right job in the right place for the right salary—because that
is what you hope and wish for.
However, you probably also see that the economy may constrain the availability of ideal job openings in companies. And not all companies you may be interested in have a relationship with your university’s placement office. In this situation
and in general, customers hope to achieve their service desires but recognize this
is not always possible. We call the threshold level of acceptable service adequate
service—the minimum level of service the customer will accept.4 Sometimes when
there is a slowdown in the economy, many college graduates who have trained for
high-skilled jobs accept entry-level positions at fast-food restaurants or internships
for no pay. Their hopes and desires are still high, but they recognize that they cannot attain those desires in the market that exists at the time. Their standard of adequate service from the placement office was much lower than their desired service.
Some graduates accept any job for which they can earn a salary, and others agree
to nonpaying, short-term positions as interns to gain experience. Adequate service
expectations represents the “minimum tolerable expectation,”5 the bottom level of
performance acceptable to the customer.
Figure 3.2 shows these two expectation standards as the upper and lower boundaries for customer expectations. This figure portrays the idea that customers assess
service performance on the basis of two standard boundaries: what they desire and
what they deem acceptable. This chapter’s Global Feature illustrates some of the
challenges firms face in understanding what customers’ expectations are, particularly
when delivering service to customers in another country.

FIGURE 3.2
Dual Customer
Expectation Levels

Desired Service

Adequate Service

Global Feature

Global Outsourcing of Personal Services:
What Are Customers’ Expectations?

The characteristics of services often make it difficult for
customers to know what to expect from a service provider.
Imagine the difficulty of knowing what to expect if you were
to “outsource” many of the day-to-day tasks you perform to
someone whom you never meet in person and who lives
in a foreign country. Many families face this situation when
they select a service provider located overseas.

OFFSHORING OF PERSONAL
CONSUMER SERVICES
As indicated in Chapter 1, many U.S. companies are involved
in offshore outsourcing of services. More than $20 billion is
spent annually on services provided outside of the United
States. A growing percentage of U.S. families are now using
service providers in foreign countries to complete personal
tasks for them. Thanks to the technology available to many
households today, including instant messaging, computer
scanners, and e-mail attachments, services that can be
completed without requiring face-to-face interaction have
the potential to be done overseas. Some of the services
that can be outsourced to foreign countries include interior design, word processing, legal services, mural painting,
wedding planning, personal website design, and landscape
design. To illustrate,
●

One customer wanted to create a short, but professionallooking, video to show at his sister’s wedding. He found
a graphic artist in Romania, who created a two-minute
video with a space theme set to the music of Star Wars
that was a hit at the wedding. The cost for everything?
Only $59.

●

A man was looking for a graphic artist to illustrate a children’s book his mother had written for her grandchildren
about her early childhood experiences in New York City.
Rather than search for a graphic artist through a local telephone directory, he described his project on the Guru.
com website. Within a week he received 80 bids from
artists in countries like Malaysia, Ukraine, and Lebanon.

The Zone of Tolerance

He ended up hiring a woman from the Philippines who
offered to do 25 drawings for $300.
●

One family hired an online tutor for their daughter. After
obtaining quotes around $40/hour for local tutoring services, they found an online tutor from India who charged
$99/month for two-hour, five-day-per-week sessions. The
lessons simply required the family to have a digital tablet,
instant messaging, and a headset for communication.

●

The website Fiverr.com allows customers to purchase a
variety of services which are often provided by overseas
sellers. The offerings include such services as logo design,
personal assistance, editorial work, résumé creation, or
white board animation. Fiverr considers their global team
of service providers to be their greatest asset—an executive in California can send out a task or project before bedtime, and wake up the next morning to feedback and fresh
ideas from a variety of cultural perspectives.

EXPECTATIONS OF SERVICE
Outsourcing services at the consumer level raises some
issues. As discussed in this chapter, desired service expectations are influenced by explicit service promises, implicit
service promises, word-of-mouth communication, and past
experience. However, when outsourcing personal services
in the manner listed earlier, many of these factors may not
be present. For example, in many cases communication
with such service providers be conducted via e-mail or
online chat sessions—providing a limited amount of cues
upon which promises are based, word-of-mouth recommendations may be restricted to Internet or social media
sources, and customers may have no experience with such
services. To further complicate the matter for customers,
many have limited exposure to having any previous work
done for them through the Internet, and most are likely to
have never hired a foreign service provider.
In such settings, customers may attempt to communicate their expectations of service, but face obstacles in

As we discussed in Chapter 1, services are heterogeneous in that performance may vary
across providers, across employees from the same provider, and even with the same
service employee. The extent to which customers recognize and are willing to accept
this variation is called the zone of tolerance and is shown in Figure 3.3. If service drops
below adequate service—the minimum level considered acceptable—customers will be
frustrated and most likely dissatisfied with the company. If service performance is above
the zone of tolerance at the top end—where performance exceeds desired service—customers will be very pleased and probably quite surprised as well. You might consider the
zone of tolerance as the range in which customers do not particularly notice service performance. When it falls outside the range (either very low or very high), the service gets
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allows customers to leave feedback that is published on
the provider’s page. Some vendors post short videos of
themselves and their offices on the Internet to help shape
customers’ expectations and gain their trust.
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doing so. If the service provider’s native language is not
English, there is a good chance for misunderstanding.
For example, one customer had a language issue with an
outsourcer based in Egypt. The outsourcer put together
a personal website for the customer—but drafts included
several misspelled words. Not surprisingly, e-mails with
instructions and explanations were labor-intensive or timeconsuming because of the language gap. Thus, customers looking to outsource services to foreign providers may
anticipate having to put significant energy and effort into
communicating expectations.
Wall Street Journal reporter Ellen Gamerman asked an
India-based outsourcer to design a change-of-address card
for someone who was moving from New York to Arizona.
Although he did a good job with the design, there were a
couple of communication miscues: (1) he initially put evergreens in the desert background and (2) he had the car
in the card driving west to east initially, not east to west.
When the instructions were initially given, she did not spell
out exactly what she wanted—she gave him a general idea
of the theme of the card, then asked him to be creative.
Although he was happy to make changes to correct these
issues, the price went up to cover the changes.
Using a foreign service provider may require customers to reset their expectations. One customer decided to
use outsourcing for his personal income taxes. After he
e-mailed his earnings and scanned receipts, his tax return
was completed in two days at a cost of $50—about onethird of what a U.S. firm like H&R Block charges. However,
he had to file his return as “self-prepared,” since it was not
prepared by a U.S. accountant.
Another issue customers may face is one of trust: how
willing are customers to entrust a worker thousands of
miles away—and in a foreign country—with projects of a
personal nature? To provide some information about the
quality of service a customer might expect from a service
provider, services on many websites, such as the previously mentioned Fiverr.com, provide a ratings system that

Some U.S. customers receive tutoring
service from providers in India.
Sources: E. Gamerman, “Outsourcing Your Life,” The Wall Street
Journal, June 2, 2007, pp. P1, P4; A. Blinder, “Offshoring: The Next
Industrial Revolution?” Foreign Affairs 85 (March/April 2006),
pp. 113–118; E. Gamerman, e-mail communication, July 30, 2007;
A. Ngo, “The Death of the Handshake: Rise of Digital Team,” Fiverr,
www.fiverr.com, accessed July 12, 2016.

the customer’s attention in either a positive or negative way. As an example, consider
waiting in line to purchase movie tickets. Most customers hold a range of acceptable times
for this service encounter—probably somewhere between 5 and 10 minutes. If waiting
to purchase the tickets consumes that period of time, customers probably do not pay
much attention to the wait. If a customer enters the line and finds a sufficient number of
movie theater personnel to serve her in the first two or three minutes, she may notice the
service and judge it as excellent. On the other hand, if a customer has to wait in line for
15 minutes, he may begin to grumble and look at his watch. The more the wait falls below
the zone of tolerance (10 minutes in this example), the more frustrated he becomes.
Customers’ service expectations are characterized by a range of levels (like those
shown in Figure 3.3), bounded by desired and adequate service, rather than a single level.
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FIGURE 3.3

The Zone of
Tolerance

Desired Service

Zone of
Tolerance

Adequate Service

This tolerance zone, representing the difference between desired service and the level of
service considered adequate, can expand and contract for a given customer. An airline
customer’s zone of tolerance will narrow when she is running late and is concerned about
making her plane. A minute’s delay for anything that occurs prior to boarding the plane
seems much longer, and her adequate service level increases. On the other hand, a customer who arrives at the airport early may have a larger tolerance zone, making the wait
in line far less noticeable than when he is pressed for time. This example shows that the
marketer must understand not just the size and boundary levels for the zone of tolerance
but also when and how the tolerance zone fluctuates for a given customer.

Different Customers Possess Different Zones of Tolerance

Another aspect of variability in the range of reasonable services is that different
customers possess different tolerance zones. Some customers have narrow zones of
tolerance (often because what they consider to be minimally acceptable is greater),
requiring a smaller, but higher, range of service from providers, whereas other
customers have a greater range of expectations of service. For example, very busy
customers would likely always be pressed for time, desire short wait times in general, and hold a constrained range for the length of acceptable wait times. When it
comes to meeting plumbers or appliance repair personnel at their homes, customers who work outside the home have a more restricted window of acceptable time
duration for that appointment than do customers who work in their homes or do
not work at all. For example, airline companies must fully understand customer
views of new service technologies (see Technology Spotlight).
A customer’s zone of tolerance increases or decreases depending on a number of
factors, including company-controlled factors such as price. When prices increase,
customers tend to be less tolerant of poor service. In this case, the zone of tolerance
decreases because the adequate service level shifts upward. Later in this chapter we
will describe many different factors, some company controlled and others customer
controlled, that lead to the narrowing or widening of the tolerance zone.
The fluctuation in a customer’s zone of tolerance is more a function of changes
in the adequate service level, which moves readily up and down because of situational circumstances, than in the desired service level, which tends to move upward
incrementally because of accumulated experiences. Desired service is relatively stable
compared with adequate service, which moves up and down and in response to competition and other factors. Fluctuation in the zone of tolerance can be likened to an accordion’s movement, but with most of the gyration coming from one side (the adequate
service level) rather than the other (the desired service level).
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FIGURE 3.4
Differing Zones
of Tolerance for
Different Service
Dimensions
Adapted from L. L. Berry,
A. Parasuraman, and
V. A. Zeithaml, “Ten Lessons
for Improving Service
Quality,” Marketing Science
Institute, Report No. 93–104
(May 1993).
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Desired Service
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Desired Service

Adequate Service

Zone
of
Tolerance
Adequate Service

Reliability

Empathy

Zones of Tolerance Vary for Service Dimensions

顾客的容忍域也因不
同的服务特征因素或不同
的维度因素而变化。某项
因素越重要，容忍域有可
能就越窄。

Customers’ tolerance zones also vary with different service attributes or dimensions.
The more important the factor, the narrower the zone of tolerance is likely to be. In general, customers are likely to be less tolerant about unreliable service (broken promises
or service errors) than other service deficiencies, which means that they have higher
expectations for this factor. In addition to higher expectations for the most important
service dimensions and attributes, customers may relax their expectations for the less
important factors, making the zone of tolerance for the most important service dimension smaller and the desired and adequate service levels higher.6 Figure 3.4 portrays
the likely difference in tolerance zones for the most important factor (in this case,
reliability) and a factor that might be considered less important (such as empathy) for
a given service.7

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS OF SERVICE
Because expectations play such a critical role in customer evaluation of services, marketers need to understand the factors that shape them. In this section of the chapter we
describe some of the key influences on customer expectations.

Sources of Desired Service Expectations
Personal Needs

As shown in Figure 3.5, there are three major influences on desired service level. The
first, personal needs, are those states or conditions essential to the physical or psychological well-being of the customer and are pivotal factors that shape what customers
desire in service. Personal needs can fall into many categories, including physical,
social, psychological, and functional. A fan who regularly goes to baseball games right
from work, and is therefore thirsty and hungry, hopes and desires that the food and
drink vendors will pass by his section frequently, whereas a fan who regularly has dinner elsewhere has a lower level of desired service from the vendors. A customer with
high social and dependency needs may have relatively high expectations for a hotel’s
ancillary services, hoping, for example, that the hotel has a bar with live music and
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Technology Spotlight

Customer Expectations of Airport Services
Using Technology

One of the most difficult tasks that marketers face is
understanding what customers expect from services,
and nowhere is this problem more evident than when
these services involve technology. Customers almost
always resist technology initially—perhaps because
they do not understand it, perhaps because they fear
change—even when the technology leads to improved
service. Technology that makes obtaining service easier and faster is springing up all over, even in airports
around the country. Customers are accepting some new
service technologies and resisting others. Here we discuss two innovations that are meeting different fates.
One service technology that has been accepted by
customers is automatic airline check-in: customers walk
up to computer screens, slide credit cards, and use touch
pads to retrieve their boarding passes and receipts. On
most flights, including many international ones, customers can check luggage automatically as well, and an
attendant takes their luggage from them before they go
to their gates. The service generally takes less time than
working with an attendant, and most airlines now have
more computers than they previously had lines for attendants, saving customers considerable time. When these
computers were first installed, customers were not sure
what to expect and did not know how to use them. Airlines
that supplied extra employees to stand and help customers use the computers found success in converting customers from the human handling to the technology. More
recently, most of the larger airlines have created mobile

FIGURE 3.5
Factors that
Influence Desired
Service

phone apps that allow customers to check seat assignments (and change them), identify arrival and departure
gates, examine itineraries for upcoming trips, and review
recent activity on their frequent flier accounts.
Another airport technology that has been accepted
more slowly by customers is called Exit Express and is a
technology substitute for toll booths as customers leave
airport parking areas. It works like this: before customers
exit the airport, they use a machine (similar to a subway
token machine) to pay their parking fees in advance.
They insert their parking ticket, then their credit card
or cash, and receive back their stamped parking ticket.
When they exit the parking lot, they use one of the many
Exit Express lanes, insert their paid ticket, and leave. Airports typically still retain a small number of lanes that
use live employees and operate in the traditional way.
Surprisingly, many airports are finding that customers do
not use Exit Express technology as much as expected.
Why are many customers resisting the Exit Express
technology that clearly meets or exceeds their expectations of getting out of the airport quickly? One
possible reason is that they do not understand how the
system works, even though a loudspeaker in the parking
lots trumpets the new system continuously. They also
may not clearly see the benefits being provided, possibly because the airport does not communicate them well
enough, leading customers to believe that the old system with toll booths is quick enough. Another reason is
that most airports have not stationed employees near the
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Some airlines allow customers to check in by using a
mobile phone.

technology (i.e., check-out kiosk) to familiarize customers with it and to deal with service failures, as the airlines
did with automatic check-in. Customers may also fear
that, if something were to go wrong, they would be
embarrassed and not know how to resolve the situation.
A final compelling reason is that many customers distrust the technology the way they used to distrust automated teller machine (ATM) technology when it was first
introduced.
Over the years customers have adapted to changes
in various aspects of airline travel brought on by technology. Less than 20 years ago most travelers carried
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tickets issued by the airlines, which allowed them to get
boarding passes. When “advanced check-in” became
available on most domestic U.S. flights, customers grew
accustomed to checking in before arriving at the airport
(as much as 24 hours in advance of departure) and printing their boarding passes themselves. Now, most airlines
can send electronic boarding passes (complete with a bar
code) directly to customers’ mobile phones—thus removing the requirement for customers to carry a physical
(printed) boarding pass altogether. As with Exit Express,
some customers have been slow to embrace the use of
electronic boarding passes—and for similar reasons: they
do not understand how the technology works, they do
not understand how to retrieve their electronic boarding
pass, they get anxious when having to retrieve it quickly
on their phone when other passengers are waiting in line
behind them, and they are not sure what to do if the technology fails them during their travels.
If services enhanced by technology are to meet
the expectations of customers, they must be trusted,
understood, and introduced as valuable to customers.
Otherwise, the promise of meeting or exceeding customer expectations will not be realized despite large
investments.
Source: M. L. Meuter, M. J. Bitner, A. L. Ostrom, and
S. W. Brown, “Choosing among Alternative Service
Delivery Modes: An Investigation of Customer Trial of
Self-Service Technologies,” Journal of Marketing 69
(April 2005), pp. 61–83.

dancing. The effect of personal needs on desired service is illustrated by the different
expectations held by two business insurance customers:
“I expect [an insurance] broker to do a great deal of my work because I don’t have the
staff . . . I expect the broker to know a great deal about my business and communicate
that knowledge to the underwriter.”
“My expectations are different . . . I do have a staff to do our certificates, etc., and use
the broker minimally.”8

Personal Service Philosophy

A second influence on desired service expectations is personal service philosophy—
the customer’s underlying generic attitude about the meaning of service highest expectations and the proper conduct of service providers. If you have ever been employed
as a server in a restaurant, you are likely to have standards for restaurant service that
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have been shaped by your training and experience in that role. You might, for example,
believe that servers should not keep customers waiting longer than 15 minutes to take
their orders. Knowing the way a kitchen operates, you may be less tolerant of lukewarm food or errors in the order than customers who have not held the role of server.
In general, customers who are themselves in service businesses or have worked for
them in the past seem to have especially strong service philosophies.

Derived Service Expectations

Another influence on desired service expectations is called derived service expectations,
which occur when customer expectations are driven by another person or group of people.
A niece from a big family who is planning a 90th birthday party for a favorite aunt is representing the entire family in selecting a restaurant for a successful celebration. Her needs
are driven in part by expectations derived from the other family members. A parent choosing a vacation for the family, a spouse selecting a home-cleaning service, an employee
choosing an office for the firm—all these customers’ individual expectations are intensified because they represent and must answer to other parties who will receive the service.
In the context of business-to-business service, customer expectations are driven by the
expectations of their own customers. The head of an information technology department
in an insurance company, who is the business customer of a large computer vendor, has
expectations based on those of the insurance customers she serves: when the computer
equipment is down, her customers complain. Her need to keep the system up and running
is not just her own desire but is derived from the pressure of her firm’s customers.

Sources of Adequate Service Expectations

A different set of determinants affects adequate service, the level of service the customer finds acceptable. In general, these influences are short-term and tend to fluctuate
more than the factors that influence desired service. In this section we discuss three
factors shown in Figure 3.6, which influence adequate service: perceived service alternatives, situational factors, and predicted service.
Problems with the initial service can also lead to heightened expectations. Performing a service right the first time is very important because customers value
service reliability above all other dimensions. If the service fails in the recovery
FIGURE 3.6
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phase, fixing it right the second time (i.e., being reliable in service recovery) is
even more critical than it was the first time. Automobile repair service provides
a case in point. If a problem with your automobile’s brakes sends you to a car
repair provider, you expect the company to fix the brakes. If you experience further problems with the brakes after the repair, the level of service you consider to
be adequate will increase. In these and other situations where temporary service
intensifiers are present, the level of adequate service will increase and the zone of
tolerance will narrow.

Perceived Service Alternatives

Perceived service alternatives are other providers from whom customers can, or perceive they can, obtain service. If customers believe they have multiple service providers to choose from, or if they can provide the service for themselves (such as lawn
care or personal grooming), their levels of adequate service are higher than those of
customers who believe it is not possible to get better service elsewhere. An airline
customer who lives in a small town with a tiny airport, for example, has a reduced set
of options in airline travel. This customer will be more tolerant of the service performance of the carriers in the town because few alternatives exist. She will accept the
limited schedule of flights and lower levels of service more than the customer in a big
city who has myriad flights and airlines from which to choose. The customer’s perception that service alternatives exist raises the level of adequate service and narrows the
zone of tolerance.
It is important that service marketers fully understand the complete set of options that
customers view as perceived alternatives. In the small town airport example just discussed, the set of alternatives from the customer’s point of view is likely to include more
than just other airlines: limousine service to a nearby large city, rail service, or driving.
In general, service marketers must discover the alternatives that the customer views as
comparable rather than those in the company’s competitive set.

Situational Factors

Levels of adequate service are also influenced by situational factors that are generally
considered contemporary in nature. One type is uncontrollable situational factors,
which include service performance conditions that customers view as beyond the
control of the service provider. For example, catastrophes that affect a large number
of people at one time (tornadoes or earthquakes) may lower service expectations for
insurance customers in other geographic locations because they recognize that insurers are inundated with demands for their services. During the days following the
Hurricane Katrina disaster, telephone and Internet service was poor because so many
people were trying to get in touch with friends and relatives. Similarly, guests at
the Ritz-Carlton, Omni, and Marriott hotels in New Orleans quickly realized that
they should not expect the level of service to which they had become accustomed.
Customers of all these services were quite forgiving during these days because they
understood the source of the problem. Customers who recognize that situational
factors are not the fault of the service company may accept lower levels of adequate
service, given the context. Situational factors often temporarily lower the level of
adequate service, widening the zone of tolerance.
Personal situational factors consist of short-term, individual factors that make
a customer more aware of the need for service. Personal emergency situations in
which service is urgently needed (such as an accident and the need for automobile
insurance or a breakdown in office equipment during a busy period) raise the level
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of adequate service expectations, particularly in terms of the level of responsiveness required and considered to be acceptable. An online company that depends
on network connectivity to receive customer orders will be more demanding of its
Internet service provider during peak demand periods. Any system breakdown will
be tolerated less during these intense periods than at other times. The impact of
personal situational factors is evident in these comments by two participants in a
research study:
An automobile insurance customer: “The nature of my problem influences my expectations; for example, a broken window versus a DWI accident requiring brain surgery.”
A business equipment repair customer: “I had calibration problems with the X-ray
equipment. They should have come out and fixed it in a matter of hours because of the
urgency.”9

Predicted Service

The final factor that influences adequate service is predicted service (Figure 3.7), the
level of service that customers anticipate they are likely to get. This type of service
expectation can be viewed as predictions made by customers about what is likely to
happen during an impending transaction or exchange. Predicted service performance
implies some objective calculation of the probability of performance or estimate of
anticipated service performance level. If customers predict good service, their levels of adequate service are likely to be higher than if they predict poor service. For
example, full-time residents in a college town usually predict faster restaurant service
during the summer months when students are not on campus. This prediction will
probably lead them to have higher standards for adequate service in restaurants during
the summer than during school months. On the other hand, customers of cable service
providers and utilities in a college town know that installation service from these firms
will be difficult to obtain during the first few weeks of school when myriad students
are setting up their apartments for the year. In this case, levels of adequate service
decrease and zones of tolerance widen.
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Paytrust’s explicit service promises influence expectations of desired service.

Predicted service is typically an estimate or a calculation of the service that a customer will receive in an individual transaction rather than in the overall relationship
with a service provider. Whereas desired and adequate service expectations are global
assessments comprising many individual service transactions, predicted service is
almost always an estimate of what will happen in the next service encounter or transaction that the customer experiences. For this reason, predicted service is viewed in
this model as an influencer of adequate service.

Sources of Both Desired and Predicted Service Expectations

When consumers are interested in purchasing services, they are likely to seek or take
in information from several different sources. For example, they may call a store, ask
a friend, or deliberately track newspaper advertisements to find the needed service
at the lowest price. They may also receive service information by watching television, surfing the Internet, or hearing an unsolicited comment from a colleague about
a service that was performed well. In addition to these active and passive types of
external search for information, consumers may conduct an internal search by reviewing the information held in memory about the service. This section discusses four
factors that influence both desired service and predicted service expectations: explicit
service promises, implicit service promises, word-of-mouth communication, and past
experience.

Explicit Service Promises
明确的服务承诺是服
务机构传递给顾客的关于
服务的个人的和官方的说
明。这些说明由销售人员
或服务人员传递时，它是
个人性质的；当该说明来
自公司官网、广告、宣传
册和其他出版物时，它是
代表组织官方的。

Explicit service promises are personal and nonpersonal statements about the service made by the organization to customers. The statements are personal when
they are communicated by the firm’s salespeople or service personnel; they are
nonpersonal when they come from the company’s web pages, advertising, brochures, and other written publications. The web page depicted above displays
the promises made on the Internet by Paytrust, an online bill-paying service. On
this web page Paytrust influences customers’ expectations by indicating that all
bills can be received and paid online. Explicit service promises are one of the few
influences on expectations that are completely within the control of the service
provider.
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Promising exactly what will ultimately be delivered would seem a logical and appropriate way to manage customer expectations and ensure that reality fits the promises. However, companies and the personnel who represent them often deliberately overpromise
to obtain business or inadvertently overpromise by stating their best estimates about
delivery of a service in the future. In addition to overpromising, company representatives simply do not always know the appropriate promises to make because services
are often customized and therefore not easily defined and repeated; the representative
may not know when or in what final form the service will be delivered.
All types of explicit service promises have a direct effect on desired service expectation.
If a firm’s website promises to design an ideal home theater experience for a customer,
perform audio and video set-up, and connect all of the customer’s various components and
home network, the customer’s desires for that service (as well as the service of competitors)
will be shaped by this promise. A hotel customer describes the impact of explicit promises
on expectations: “They get you real pumped up with the beautiful ad. When you go in you
expect the bells and whistles to go off. Usually they don’t.” A business equipment repair
customer states, “When you buy a piece of equipment you expect to get a competitive
advantage from it. Service is promised with the sale of the equipment.” A particularly dangerous promise that many companies today make to their business customers is to provide
a “total solution” to their business needs. This promise is very difficult to deliver.
Explicit service promises influence the levels of both desired service and predicted
service. They shape what customers desire in general as well as what they predict will
happen in the next service encounter from a particular service provider or in a certain
service encounter.

© Svetlana Larina/Shutterstock

Implicit Service Promises

A service firm with a “posh” interior is likely to lead to greater
customer expectations.

Implicit service promises are service-related cues,
other than explicit promises, that lead to inferences
about what the service should and will be like.
These quality cues are dominated by price and the
tangibles associated with the service. In general,
the higher the price and the more impressive the
tangibles, the more a customer will expect from the
service. Consider a customer who shops for insurance, finding two firms charging radically different
prices. She may infer that the firm with the higher
price should and will provide higher-quality service and better coverage. Similarly, a customer who
stays at a posh hotel with a luxurious lobby is likely
to desire and predict a higher standard of service
than from a hotel with less impressive facilities.

Word-of-Mouth Communication

The importance of word-of-mouth communication in shaping expectations of service
is well documented.10 These statements made by parties other than the organization—
such as those found on social networking websites—convey to customers what the
service will be like and influence both predicted and desired service.11 Word-of-mouth
communication carries particular weight as an information source because it is perceived as unbiased. Word-of-mouth communication tends to be very important in services that are difficult for customers to evaluate before purchase and before having
direct experience of them. Experts (including Consumer Reports, friends, and family)
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How Service Marketers Can Influence Customers’
Expectations

How might a manager of a service organization use the
information we have developed in this chapter to create, improve, or market services? First, managers need
to know the pertinent expectation sources and their
relative importance for a customer population, a customer segment, and perhaps even a particular customer. They need to know, for instance, the relative
weight of word-of-mouth communication, explicit service

promises, implicit service promises, and past experience
in shaping desired service and predicted service. Some
of these sources are more stable and permanent in their
influence (such as personal service philosophy and personal needs) than the others, which fluctuate considerably
over time (like perceived service alternatives and situational factors). We provide here some ways that customer
expectations might be influenced.

Factor

Possible Influence Strategies

Personal needs

• Educate customers on ways the service addresses their needs.

Personal service philosophy

• Use market research to profile personal service philosophies of customers
and use this information in designing and delivering services.
Derived service expectations
• Use market research to determine sources of derived service expectations
and their requirements. Then, focus advertising and marketing strategy on
ways the service allows the focal customer to satisfy the requirements of the
influencing customer(s).
Perceived service alternatives
• Be fully aware of competitive offerings and, where possible and
appropriate, match them.
Situational factors
• Increase service delivery capacity during peak periods or in emergencies.
• Use service guarantees to assure customers about service recovery regardless of the situational factors that occur.
Predicted service
• Tell customers when service provision is higher than what can normally be
expected, so that predictions of future service encounters will not be inflated.
Explicit service promises
• Make realistic and accurate promises that reflect the service actually delivered rather than an idealized version of the service.
• Ask contact people for feedback on the accuracy of promises made in
advertising and personal selling.
• Avoid engaging in price or advertising wars with competitors because they
take the focus off customers and escalate promises beyond the level at
which they can be met.
• Formalize service promises through a service guarantee that focuses company employees on the promise and that provides feedback on the number
of times promises are not fulfilled.
Implicit service promises
• Ensure that service tangibles are consistent with and accurately reflect the
type and level of service provided.
• Ensure that price premiums can be justified by higher levels of
performance by the company on important service attributes.
Word-of-mouth communications • Simulate word of mouth in advertising by using testimonials and opinion leaders.
• Identify influencers and opinion leaders for the service and concentrate
marketing efforts on them.
• Use incentives with existing customers to encourage them to say positive
things about the service or create positive reviews via social media.
Past experience

• Use marketing research to profile customers’ previous experience with
similar services.
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and social media (such as Facebook and Twitter) are also word-of-mouth sources that
can affect the levels of desired and predicted service.

Past Experience

Past experience, the customer’s previous exposure to service that is relevant to the
focal service, is another force in shaping predictions and desires. For example, you
probably compare each stay in a particular hotel with all previous stays in that hotel.
But past experience with the focal hotel is likely to be a very limited view of your
past experience. You may also compare each stay with your experiences in other
hotels and hotel chains. Customers also compare across industries: hospital patients,
for example, compare hospital stays against the standard of hotel visits. Cable
service customers tend to compare cable service with the standards set by telephone
service, one reason cable service is often judged to be poor. Past experience may
incorporate previous experience with the focal service provider, typical performance
of similar service offerings, and experience with the last service purchased.12
The different sources vary in terms of their credibility as well as their potential to
be influenced by the marketer. The Strategy Insight shows the breakdown of various
factors and how service marketers can influence them. Chapter 14 will detail these
and other strategies that service marketers can use to match delivery to promises and
thereby better manage customer expectations.

ISSUES INVOLVING CUSTOMERS’ SERVICE EXPECTATIONS
The following issues represent topics of particular interest to service marketers concerning customer expectations. In this section we discuss frequently asked questions
about customer expectations:
•
•
•
•
•

What does a service marketer do if customer expectations are “unrealistic”?
Should a company try to delight the customer?
How does a company exceed customers’ service expectations?
Do customers’ service expectations continually escalate?
How does a service company stay ahead of competition in meeting customer
expectations?

What Does a Service Marketer Do if Customer Expectations
Are “Unrealistic”?

One inhibitor to learning about customer expectations is management’s and employees’
fear of asking. This apprehension often stems from the belief that customer expectations
will be extravagant and unrealistic and that by asking about them a company will set
itself up for even loftier expectation levels (that is, “unrealistic” levels). However, compelling evidence, shown in Exhibit 3.1, suggests that customers’ main expectations of
service are quite simple and basic: “Simply put, customers expect service companies to
do what they are supposed to do. They expect fundamentals, not fanciness; performance,
not empty promises.”13 Customers want service to be delivered as promised. They want
planes to take off on time, hotel rooms to be clean, food to be hot, and service providers
to show up when scheduled. Unfortunately, many service customers are disappointed
and let down when companies fail to meet these basic service expectations.
A simple way to learn if customers’ expectations are realistic is to ask them.
Asking customers about their expectations does not so much raise the levels of the

Exhibit 3.1

Service Customers Want the Basics

Expectation

What This Means to the Customer Illustrative Service Provider Behaviors

Competency

• “I want everything handled correctly • Appliance Repairman: Fix the broken refrigerator correctly so that
it does not break down again a week later.
the first time.”
• Travel Agent: Inform the traveler of the visa requirements for each
• “I expect them to know how this
country to be visited.
works.”

Explanations

• “I want to know what is happening.”
• “I want to know how this works.”

• Airline Counter Agent: Provide passengers frequent updates on
the delayed flight’s status.
• Insurance Agent: Clearly explain the policy and answer all questions the customer has about what is (or is not) covered.

Respect

• “I want to feel like a valued
customer.”

• Hotel Desk Manager: Listen to the guest’s concerns about his
room and act accordingly.
• Health Care Clinic Receptionist: Verbally greet each patient and
make eye contact upon entrance into the clinic.

Hygiene

• “I expect the facilities to be clean and • Restaurant Manager: Walk through the dining area every
15 minutes and sweep the floor as needed.
well kept.”
• Plumber: Wear protective shoe coverings when walking through
• “I expect my home to be kept
the customer’s house.
clean while they are working.”

Flexibility

• Golf Instructor: Provide concurrent lessons for the customer and
• “I would like them to be able to
his daughter.
accommodate my situation.”
• “I expect them to be able to bend the • Credit Card Service Representative: Examine the customer’s
payment history and waive the late payment fee if this is not a
rules a little.”
regular occurrence.

Urgency

• “I expect my situation to be taken
seriously and addressed quickly.”

• Forklift Service Manager: Arrange for replacement parts to be
delivered and installed for the client by the end of the day.
• Tax Accountant: Respond within 4 hours to any inquiries from existing customers, within one business day to potential new customers.

Consistency

• “I expect to receive the same level
of service each and every time.”

• Dry Cleaner: Provide the same level of cleanliness and crease
the pants in the same spot each and every time.
• Oil Change Technician: Check and “top off” all six fluids for the
customer automobile on every visit.

Hassle-free

• “I want the process to be simple
and easy for me.”

• Lawn Care Technician: Arrive each quarter without being
prompted and provide an automatic payment option once
service is completed.
• Computer Remote Support Agent: Complete laptop computer
tune-up and install needed software updates without requiring
any additional input from the customer.

Promptness

• “I do not want to wait a long time
to be served.”
• “I expect to receive help quickly.”

• Post Office Clerk: Request assistance/additional help from staff in
the back room when the line of customers grows to more than six.
• Financial advisor: Respond to all telephone calls within 2 (business) hours and emails within 4 hours.

Competence

• “I want some assurance they
know what they are doing.”

• Auto Service Repairman: Explain what was done to the vehicle
and demonstrate what was faulty with the old parts.
• Tailor: Explain the process involved in resizing and altering the
dress while the customer is present in the store.

Fairness

• “I expect to receive the same
treatment as other customers.”

• Rental Car Agent: Honor the customer’s reservation by holding the
car for her even if she is from out of town or a first-time customer.

Empathy

• “I want them to put themselves
in my shoes.”
• “I expect them to be able to see
things from my perspective.”

• Retail Clerk: Use the phrase “I am sorry you have experienced
that” and exert visible effort to try to help the customer.
• Veterinarian: Assume the pet is very important to its owner and
show compassion in explaining the pet’s medical condition.

Source: Adapted from “Understanding Customer Expectations of Service” by A. Parasuraman, L.L. Berry, and V.A. Zeithaml, Sloan Management
Review 32 (Spring 1991), pp. 39–48.
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expectations themselves but rather heightens the belief that the company will do something with the information that surfaces. Arguably the worst thing a company can do
is show a strong interest in understanding what customers expect and then never act on
the information. At a minimum, a company should acknowledge to customers that it
has received and heard their input and that it will expend effort trying to address their
issues. The company may not be able to—and indeed does not always have to—deliver
to expressed expectations. An alternative and appropriate response would be to let
customers know the reasons that desired service is not being provided at the present time or describe the efforts planned to deliver such service in the future. Another
approach could be to educate customers about ways to use and improve the service
they currently receive. Giving customers progress updates as service is improved to
address their needs and desires is sensible because it allows the company to get credit
for incremental efforts to improve service.

Should a Company Try to Delight the Customer?

Some management consultants urge service companies to “delight” customers to gain a
competitive edge. The delight they refer to is a profoundly positive emotional state that
results from having one’s expectations exceeded to a surprising degree.14 One author
describes the type of service that results in delight as “positively outrageous service”—
that which is unexpected, random, extraordinary, and disproportionately positive.15
A way that managers can conceive of delight, as depicted in Figure 3.8, is to consider
product and service features in terms of concentric rings.16 The innermost bull’s-eye
refers to attributes central to the basic function of the product or service, called musts.
Their provision is not particularly noticeable, but their absence would be. Around the
musts is a ring called satisfiers: features that have the potential to further satisfy beyond
the basic function of the product. At the next and final outer level are delights, or product features that are unexpected and surprisingly enjoyable. These features are things
that consumers would not expect to find and are therefore highly surprised and sometimes excited when they receive them. For example, in your classes the musts consist
of professors, rooms, syllabi, and class meetings. Satisfiers might include interesting
course lectures, professors who are entertaining or friendly, and good audiovisual aids
FIGURE 3.8
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provided in the classroom. Delights might include a free textbook for students signing
up for the course or punch and cookies provided for the first day of class.
Delighting customers may seem like a good idea, and can lead to repeat purchasing
and customer loyalty,17 but this level of service provision comes with extra effort and
cost to the firm. And, as we discuss in more detail in Chapter 4, delighting customers
does not build their loyalty; what has more influence is providing service that requires
customers to put in minimal effort to get a satisfactory solution to their service issue.18
Therefore, the benefits of providing delight must be weighed. Among the considerations are the staying power and competitive implications of delight.
Staying power involves the question of how long a company can expect an experience of delight to maintain the consumer’s attention. If it is fleeting and the customer
forgets it immediately, it may not be worth the cost. Alternatively, if the customer
remembers the delight and adjusts her level of expectation upward accordingly, it
will cost the company more just to satisfy, effectively raising the bar for the future.
Research indicates that delighting customers does, in fact, raise expectations and make
it more difficult for a company to satisfy customers in the future.19

A delighted customer.

The competitive implication of delight relates to its impact on expectations of other firms
in the same industry. If a competitor in the same industry is unable to copy the delight strategy, it will be disadvantaged by the consumer’s increased expectations. If you were offered
that free textbook in one of your classes, you might then expect to receive one in each of
your classes. Those classes not offering the free textbook might not have high enrollment
levels compared to the delighting class. If a competitor can easily copy the delight strategy,
however, neither firm benefits (although the consumer does!), and all firms may be hurt
because their costs increase and profits erode. The implication is that, if companies choose
to delight, they should do so in areas that cannot be copied by other firms.

How Does a Company Exceed Customer Service Expectations?

Many companies talk about exceeding customer expectations—delighting and surprising them by giving more than they expect. One such example is Pebble Beach
Resort, located along the Pacific coast of Northern California. The golf resort not
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only talks about exceeding customer expectations, it actually prints the following
phrase on the back side of employee business cards: “Exceed the expectations of
every guest, by providing a once in a lifetime experience, every time.” This philosophy raises the question, Should a service provider try simply to meet customer expectations or to exceed them?
First, it is essential to recognize that exceeding customer expectations of the basics
is virtually impossible. Honoring promises—having the reserved room available,
meeting deadlines, showing up for meetings, delivering the core service—is what the
company is supposed to do. Companies are supposed to be accurate and dependable
and provide the service they promised to provide.20 As you examine the examples of
basic expectations of customers in Exhibit 3.1, ask yourself if a provider’s doing any
of these things would delight you. The conclusion you should reach is that it is very
difficult to surprise or delight customers consistently by delivering reliable service.
How, then, does a company delight its customers and exceed their expectations? In
virtually any service, developing a customer relationship is one approach for exceeding service expectations. The United Services Automobile Association (USAA), a provider of insurance to military personnel and their dependents, illustrates how a large
company that seldom has face-to-face interactions with its customers can surprise and
delight them with its personalization of service and knowledge of the customer. Using
a state-of-the-art imaging system, all USAA employees can access any customer’s
entire information file in seconds, giving them full knowledge of the customer’s history and requirements and the status of the customer’s recent interactions with the
company. Expecting a lower level of personalization from an insurance company and
from most any service interaction on the telephone, USAA’s customers are surprised
and impressed with the care and concern that employees demonstrate.
Using a similar type of information technology, Ritz-Carlton Hotels, a two-time recipient of the Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award, provides highly personalized attention to
its customers. The company trains each of its employees to note guest likes and dislikes
and to record these into a computerized guest history profile. The company has information on the preferences of several hundred thousand repeat Ritz-Carlton guests, resulting
in more personalized service. The aim is not simply to meet expectations of guests but
to provide them with a “memorable visit.” The company uses the guest history information to exceed customers’ expectations of the way they will be treated. When a repeat
customer calls the hotel’s central reservations number to book accommodations, the reservation agent can call up the individual’s preference information. The agent then sends
this information electronically to the particular hotel at which the reservation is made.
The hotel puts the data in a daily guest recognition and preference report circulated to
employees. Employees then greet the repeat guest personally at check-in and ensure that
the guest’s needs/preferences are anticipated and met.21
How well does this approach work? Quite well. According to an independent survey of
luxury hotels conducted annually by J. D. Power and Associates, the Ritz-Carlton was the
top-rated hotel in terms of customer satisfaction seven times between 2007 and 2015.22
Another way to exceed expectations is to deliberately underpromise the service to
increase the likelihood of exceeding customer expectations.23 The strategy is to underpromise and overdeliver. If every service promise is less than what will eventually
happen, customers can be delighted frequently. Although this reasoning sounds logical,
a firm should weigh two potential problems before using this strategy. First, customers
with whom a company interacts regularly are likely to notice the underpromising and
adjust their expectations accordingly, negating the desired benefit of delight. Customers will recognize the pattern of underpromising when time after time a firm promises
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one delivery time (“we cannot get that to you before 5:00 p.m. tomorrow”) yet constantly exceeds it (by delivering at noon). Second, underpromising in a sales situation
potentially reduces the competitive appeal of an offering and must be tempered by
what the competition is offering. When competitive pressures are high, presenting a
cohesive and honest portrayal of the service both explicitly (through advertising and
personal selling) and implicitly (such as through the appearance of service facilities
and the price of the service) may be wiser. Controlling the firm’s promises, making
them consistent with the deliverable service, may be a better approach.
A final way to exceed expectations without raising them in the future is to position unusual service as unique rather than the standard. On a flight between RaleighDurham and Charlotte, North Carolina, one of us experienced an example of this
strategy. The flight is extremely short, less than half an hour, and typically too brief
for beverage service. On that flight, however, a crew member announced over the
intercom that an unusually ambitious crew wanted to try to serve beverages anyway.
He warned passengers that the crew may not get to all of us and positioned the service
as unique by imploring passengers not to expect beverage service on other flights. In
this scenario, passengers seemed delighted but their expectations for regular service
were not heightened by the action. (To this day, we have never received beverage service on that route, but are really not expecting it!)

Do Customers’ Service Expectations Continually Escalate?

As we illustrated in the beginning of this chapter, customers’ service expectations are
dynamic. In both the credit card and mobile telephone industries, as in many competitive service industries, battling companies seek to best each other and thereby
raise the level of service above that of competing companies. Service expectations—
in this case, adequate service expectations—rise as quickly as service delivery or
promises rise. In a highly competitive and rapidly changing industry, expectations
can thus rise quickly. For this reason companies need to monitor adequate service
expectations continually—the more turbulent the industry, the more frequent is the
monitoring needed.
Desired service expectations, on the other hand, are far more stable. Because they
are driven by more enduring factors, such as personal needs or personal service philosophy, they tend to be high to begin with and remain high.

How Does a Service Company Stay Ahead of Competition
in Meeting Customer Expectations?

如果公司想靠服务质
量提高竞争优势，其绩效
必须保持在适当服务水平
之上。然而，这也只是一
个暂时优势。

All else being equal, a company’s goal is to meet customer expectations better than
its competitors. Given the fact that adequate service expectations change rapidly in a
turbulent environment, how can a company ensure that it stays ahead of competition?
The adequate service level reflects the minimum performance level expected by
customers after they consider a variety of personal and external factors (Figure 3.7),
including the availability of service options from other providers. Companies whose
service performance falls short of this level are clearly at a competitive disadvantage,
with the disadvantage escalating as the gap widens. These companies’ customers may
well be “reluctant” customers, ready to take their business elsewhere the moment they
perceive an acceptable alternative exists.
If they are to use service quality for competitive advantage, companies must perform above the adequate service level. This level, however, may signal only a temporary advantage. Customers’ adequate service levels, which are less stable than desired
service levels, will rise rapidly when competitors promise and deliver a higher level
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of service. If a company’s level of service is barely above the adequate service level to
begin with, a competitor can quickly erode that advantage. To develop a true customer
franchise—immutable customer loyalty—companies must not only consistently
exceed the adequate service level but also reach the desired service level. Exceptional
service can intensify customers’ loyalty to a point at which they are impervious to
competitive options.
Firms might also consider how they present their promises to customers relative
to the competition. In Chapter 14 we describe various techniques for communicating
a firm’s promises, but for now consider two options. First, if the salesperson knows
that no competitor can meet an inflated sales promise in an industry, he could point
that fact out to the customer, thereby refuting the promise made by competitive
salespeople. The second option is for the provider to follow a sale with a “reality check”
about service delivery. One of us bought a new house from a builder. Typical sales
promises were made about the quality of the home, some less than accurate, to make
the sale. Before closing on the house, the builder conducted a final check on the house.
At the front door, the builder pointed out that each new home has between 3,000
and 5,000 individual elements and that in his experience the typical new home has
100–150 defects. Armed with this reality check, the 32 defects found in the house then
seemed to be a relatively small amount.

Summary

Discussion
Questions

Using a conceptual framework of the nature and determinants of customer expectations of service, we showed in this chapter that customers hold two types of service
expectations: desired service, which reflects what customers want, and adequate service, or the minimum level of service customers are willing to accept. The desired
service level is less subject to change than the adequate service level. A zone of tolerance separates these two levels of expectations. This zone of tolerance varies across
customers and can expand or contract for the same customer.
Customer expectations are influenced by a variety of factors. Desired service
expectations are influenced by personal needs, personal service philosophy, derived
service expectations, explicit service promises, implicit service promises, word-ofmouth communication, and the customer’s past experience. Adequate service expectations are influenced by perceived service alternatives and situational factors. These
sources of expectations are the same for end consumers and business customers, for
pure service and product-related service, and for experienced customers and inexperienced customers.

1. What is the difference between desired service and adequate service? Why would
a service marketer need to understand both types of service expectations?
2. Consider a recent service purchase that you have made. Which of the factors
influencing expectations were the most important in your decision? Why?
3. Why are desired service expectations more stable than adequate service
expectations?
4. How do the technology changes discussed in the Technology Spotlight in this
chapter influence customer expectations?
5. Describe several instances in which a service company’s explicit service promises
were inflated and led you to be disappointed with the service outcome.
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6. Consider a small business preparing to buy a computer system. Which of the
influences on customer expectations do you believe will be pivotal? Which factors will have the most influence? Which factors will have the least importance in
this decision?
7. What strategies can you add to the Strategy Insight in this chapter for influencing
the factors?
8. Do you believe that any of your service expectations are unrealistic? Which ones?
Should a service marketer try to address unrealistic customer expectations?
9. In your opinion, what service companies have effectively built customer franchises (immutable customer loyalty)?
10. Intuitively, it would seem that managers want their customers to have wide tolerance zones for service. But if customers do have these wide zones of tolerance for
service, is it more difficult for firms with superior service to earn customer loyalty? Would superior service firms be better off to attempt to narrow customers’
tolerance zones to reduce the competitive appeal of mediocre providers?
11. Should service marketers delight their customers?

Exercises

1. What factors influenced your expectations of this course? Which were the most
important factors? How would your expectations change if this were a required
course? (Alternatively, if this course is required, would your expectations change
if this were an optional course?)
2. Keep a service journal for a day and document your use of services. Ask yourself
before each service encounter to indicate your predicted service of that encounter.
After the encounter, note whether your expectations were met or exceeded. How
does the answer to this question relate to your desire to do business with that service firm again?
3. List five incidents in which a service company has exceeded your expectations.
How did you react to the service? Did these incidents change the way you viewed
subsequent interactions with each of the companies? In what way?
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